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PREFACE 

In 1974 the Research Council initiated a statewide survey of metal 
truss bridges to identify any with historic significance. This pioneer- 
ing effort was financed with state research funds, as it was intended to 
aid the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation in meeting 
its obligations mandated by various requirements of the environmental 
review process. Reports on the surveys of the Department's eight 
construction districts have been published. 

As the work in Virginia proceeded, interest in the historic signif- 
icance of bridges developed nationwide and warranted funding of the 
research under Highway Planning and Research funds administered by the 
Federal Highway Administration. A working plan for the development of 
criteria for the preservation or adaptive use of bridges was approved, 
and this work included surveys of metal truss bridges in the Lynchburg 
and Bristol districts and a statewide survey of concrete and masonry 
bridges. 

An interim report entitled "Criteria For Preservation and Adaptive 
Use of Historic Highway Structures A Trial Rating System for Truss 
Bridges" was issued in January 1978. 

This present report presents the results of the statewide survey of 
concrete and masonry bridges in Virginia completed by the author in 
1981. The issuance of this report has been delayed because of the 
resignation of the author. 
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A SURV•.Y AND PHOTOGRAPHIC INVENTORY 
OF 

CONCRETE AND MASONRY ARCH BRIDGES IN VIRGINIA 

by 

Paula A. C. Spero 
Research Engineer 

The survev and photographic inventory of Virginia's arch bridges 
completes the brid•e portion of the Research Council's investigation of 
the history and development of road and bridge building technology in 
Virginia. The purpose of the photographic inventory has been to record 
the remaining pre-4932 metal truss, stone, and concrete bridges in 
Virginia, with an attempt to relate them to broad developments i• bridge 
design a•d technology in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

From the information assembled in the survey, guideli,.es have been 
established for evaluating the historical and technological significance 
of the extant metal truss, stone, and concrete arch bridges in Vir•in.•.a. 
These guidelines will be used for the development and implementation of 
a conservation plan for those structures found to have historic 
significance. %t is hoped that in this way the state will satisfy both 
the engineering demands for safety and the aesthet•.c need to preserve 
engineerin• heritage. 

Virginia's 5rid•e surveys have focused on bridges built prior to 
].932 primarily because of the way responsibility for brid•e building 
developed in Virginia. Until 1932, each county was responsible for the 
construction and maintenance of its road system. Although the formu- 
lation of some recommended standards and specifications in bridge 
construction came with the establishment of the Virginia State Highway 
Commission in 1906, the counties remained generally autonomous in their 
decision making. The regional diversity in bridge types created by this 
system has been recorded in the surveys. In 1932, when the Virginia 
Department of Highways was created, both the primary and secondary roa4 
systems came under its •irection and the tendency to statewide stan- 
dardization began. 

CLASSIFICATION OF ARCH BRIDGES 

The portion of the brid•e study represented by this report examl.ned 
the oldest remaining bridge type in Virginia, the arch. There are 

numerous methods of classifying arch brid•es. First, by their behavior 



under load they are distinguished from modern types which appear to be 
arches but, indeed, are curved beams. The arch, when loaded, develops 
lateral thrust, i.e., a pushing out at the supports, and is suDported by 
piers or abutments which are 

capable of sustaining lateral thrusts. 

By construction materials, arches can be classified as timber, 
brick and stone masonry, cast iron, wrought iron, steel, plain concrete, 
and reinforced concrete types. 

With respect to the method bv which the dead load of the structure 
is carried, arches can be classified as 

i. filled spandrel arches, 

2. closed spandrel arches, 

3. open spandrel arches, and 

4. through arches. 

The filled spandrel arch consists of a barrel arch which carries fillim• 
material and terminates in c].osed longitudinal walls that act as retain- 
in• walls for the fill. Both closed a•d open spandrel arch tvDes carry 
the roadway loads to the arch ribs and contain no fill. The former type 
carry the deck loads by spandrel walls resting on the arch ribs, while 
the latter type carry the roadway loads to the arch ribs by spandrel 
columns. Through arches consist of ribs which extend above the roadway 
and carry the deck loads by vertical hangers. 

Arch bridges can also be classified bv the curve of the arch. 
There are semicircular arches, seR•nental arches, multicentered arches, 
parabolic arches, elliptical arches, and other curves. •ere the arches 
spring from a horizontal plane, no matter what the curve, the t•vpe is 
termed full-centered. 

Finally, with reference to the method of stress distribution in the 
arch rings, arches can be classified as fixed or hingeless, single- 
hinged, two-hinged, or three-hinged. 

The method of classification chosen for categorizin• the 
inventoried Virginia arch bridges is by materials and dead lo•d. There 
are two broad categories for materials: stone and brick masonry and 
concrete. The concrete arches are classified as filled spandrel, closed 
spandrel, open spandrel, and through arch. 

The numerical breakdown of t.vpes in Virginia, both stone and 
concrete, seems to correspond with the general historical 5uildin• 
trends in the United States. 



EVOLUTION OR ARCH BRIDGES IN THE UNITED STATES 

Early stone masonry structures of any sort seem to be poorly 
represented in America. Technological historian Carl Condit says- 

Arch bridges of stone were extremely rare in the colonies, and 
reliable records are nonexistent. There is scarcely any 
evidence for the construction of stone bridges in the seven- 
teenth century, and there is little to suggest the exact form 
of those built in the elghteenth.(1) 

There are only scant representatives for this era. Documentation for 
larger structures validates the idea that "there was a steady progress 
in the art during the late colonial period Construction in stone 
masonry continued to flourish in the first half of the nineteenth 
century, but thereafter its role was progressively superseded by iron 
and concrete."(1) 

Most early stone bridges appear to be constructed of rubble mason- 
ry. Condlt cites the 1829 Baltimore and Ohio Railroad's Carrollton 
Viaduct in Baltimore as the first stone bridge in the United States of 
highly dressed stone and uniform mortar joints. This was followed by 
the 1835 Thomas Viaduct in Relay, Maryland.(1) These are both large- 
scale, well-engineered structures of high quality which are singled out 
as early, exceptional examples. Most stone bridges built after 1900 are 
probably stone-fahed concrete or steel,(l) although railroad companies 
continued to use solid masonry..types beyond that date. 

J. A. L. Waddell validates Condit's conclusion by this comment in 
his 1917 Bridge Engineering- "Stone arch bridges have played a very 
small part •on bridge evolution in America."(2) He added, "but stone and 
brick were for many years the principal materials for substructure, (2) 
which also concurs with the results of the Research Council's survey of 
metal truss and arch bridges. Although there were relatively very few 
masonry arch bridges, many masonry piers and abutments remain throughout 
the state. 

The transition in brldge-building materials from wood to iron, 
alone and in composite use, to steel has been discussed in reports on 
metal truss bridges in this serles.(3) The development of concrete as a 
primary construction material in the United States was roughly s•multa- 
neous with that of steel. By 1900 zealous proponents of both materials 
were degeloplng patents and selling their bridge types throughout the 
states. Concrete became the predominant form for highway bridges and 
short railroad spans early in the twentieth century, but the competition 
between it and steel is a tradition which continues-today. 



In 1899 an article in an engineer.ing technical .iournal by Edwin 
Thacher, who had iron as well as concrete bridge patents, typified the 
pro-concrete sentiment. He said of concrete-steel bridges" 

...they are more beautiful and graceful in design, architec- 
tural ornamentaion can be applied as sparingly or as lavishly 
as desired; they have vastly greater durability, and generally 
greater ultimate economy; they are comparative!v free .f.rom 
vibration and noise; th•.y are proof against tornadoes, high 
water or fire; the cost of maintenance is confined to the 
pavements, and is no greater than for any other part of the 
street; home labor is employed in building it, and the greater 
part of the money that it costs is left among the people who 

pay for it, and its cost as a rule does not much, if any, 
exceed that of a steel 5rid•e carrying a pavement.(4) 

Concrete also lent itself to a structurally preferable arch shape, 
which allowed for much lop.get spans than masonry arches. Arch bridR.es 
of stone construction were generally of the semicircular or full- 
centered variety. Stone bridges of low rise-span ratio were extremely 
rare, but concrete arches were often formed as sha_•low arches. 

Bridge construction in concrete 8ppeared first with plain concrete 

structures e.g., the 1871 Prospect Park Brid•e in Brookl•, New 
York but quickly progressed to the composite use of concrete and 
steel." The addition of iron reinforcement to masonry structures had 
been used in isolated cases for centuries, ms the nature of masonry as 

compressive material was apDreciated by ancient e•Rineers. The inter- 
action of the two materials remained to be studied by late nineteenth or early'twentieth centur,, engineers. The incipient theoretical under- 
standing of metal reinforcement embedded in the new plastic masonry 
concrete seems to have heeD. realized simultaneously in Europe and the 
United States. However, French and German engineers first applied the 
principles of steel reinforcement for tensile stresses in concrete 
arches in the 1880s. A serious obstacle to the use of concrete arches 
was the unknown character of their behavior under live ].oads. From 
1890-95 the Austrian Society of Engineers and Architects conducted 
extensive experiments on full-slze concrete arches and the results were 

published in engineering journals throughout Europe and America. Thus, 
the use of reinforced concrete escalated. 

The first reinforced concrete arch in the United States was de- 
signed by Ernest L. Ramsome and built in 1889 in Golden Gate Park, San 
Francisco. It was scored and roughened to •.mitate stone but was rein- 
forced with rods or bars, probably of the twisted type patented by 
Ransome in 1884. Bar reinforcement became the predominant type in the 
early twentieth century, and is the type of reinforcement e•countered 
today. However, Austrian engineer Joseph Melan's 1894 American Detent 
for arched I-beam reinforcement introduced that type into the United 



States, and it was the predominant type to the end of the century. 
Melan's design was modified andpatented by Austrian engineer Fritz 

von Emperger, a member of the Austrian Society of Engineers and Archl- 
tects. (4) Emperger built numerous beam-reinforced arch bridges 
throughout the states, (i) beginning in 1897. 

Waddell concurred with th±s chronology In his 1917 Bridge 
En•glneer±ng 

The first application of re•nforced concrete to bridge con- 

struction was in the early nineties. Within the next few 
years a large number of such structures were built, largely of 
the Melan arch type, von Emperger and Thacher being pioneers 
in this work.(2) 

It was soon realized that the amount of steel used in these beam- 
reinforced arches was a highly inefficient use of materials. The steel 
reinforcement was necessary in areas of tensile stresses and bar rein- 
forcement was understood to be adequate as it could be bent and placed 
in regions of high tensile stresses. Numerous variations in shapes, 
deformations, and bending schemes were developed and patented. The list 
of these patents is at least as long as that of the truss patents 
described in the relevant previous reports. 

Not only did the concrete arch reinforcement follow a progression 
of shapes and types, but the arch form itself changed with the decades. 
By the end of the nineteenth century there was a well-established form 
of concrete culvert, (i) shaped as the traditional masonry barrel. 

The division of the barrel into ribs is not generally mentioned in 
historical texts until the first decade of the twentieth century. 
However, this development is documented by Condlt to 1898 and attributed 
to Pennsylvania Public Roads Department Engineer F. W. Patterson for his 
small-span, two-rlbbed highway bridges in Alleghany County, Penn- 
sylvania.(1) Patterson used the predominant curved 1-beam reinforcement 
of the time. As early as 1896, a patent by Edwin Thacher used the 
elements of an open spandrel arch in a bridge design which carried the 
deck loads to the arch rib by vertical posts. By 1905, the construction 
of arch bridges in separate ribs was established, in 1906 the Phila- 
delphla Walnut Lane open spandrel arch was built, and in 1911Tyrell 
recommended open spandrels with projecting sidewalks in preference to 
solid spandrel filled arches.(5) A 1928 text on concrete design sug- 
gested open spandrel arches where the ratio of rise to span was large, 
and the spans were greater than i00 ft. (30.5 m.).(6) 

Despite the early, apparently isolated, development in Penn- 
sylvania, concrete arch bridge construction in America was conservative 
up to the first decade of the twentieth century. The material itself 



was not trusted and often was acceptable aesthetically only when treated 
to ±m•tate stone or even covered with a stone veneer. Concerning 
concrete-steel bridge construction, the previously cited well-known 
nineteenth century bridge englneer, Edwin Thacher, wrote •n 1899: 

Public confidence in concrete, and concrete-steel con- 
struct•on, is •aining rapidly in this country, and in Europe, 
where there is plenty of precedent, and where the people have 
been more thoroughly educated up to it, there has been no lack 
of confidence in it for some years. These engineers, who have 
used it the most, and investigated it most thoroughly, 

are its 
•reatest admirers. We hear nothing now from intell_•gent men 
about mud bridges (4) 

Engineering seems to be a historically conservative profess.•.on, and 
the widespread use of this new material, concrete, underwent an evolu- 
tion typical of the introduction of the other major building materials. 
Even Thacher's wholehearted acceptance of the material focused on the 
form and not the potential structural advantages, as he stressed •.ts 
advantages did not lle in the direction of diminished sections. Both 
the early structural and aesthetic treatments of concrete were governed 
by the forms of stone masonry bridges. Concrete arch bridges whose 
appearance was deemed •mportant had voussoirs of molded concrete blocks 
and bush-hammered or otherwise rusticated exposed surfaces.(5) 

Thacher's claims may have been somewhat premature, but certainly by 
1910 the general American mistrust of the material was gone. Mass•.ve 
des•o•ns were givin• way to flatter, multicentered arches with narrow 
ribs. The so].id ribs then lightened into pierced walls. These open 
spandrel arches were tied to the bridge deck by proKress•_ve]v thinner 
spandrel posts and supported by ].ess massive piers. 

At the same time, another form of re•.nforced arch rib developed in 
the United States as a through arch. The two arch rJ.bs of this type 
r.•se from piers and carry the deck on vertlca], members suspended from 
their crowns. They are sometimes referred to as "Rainbow Arches," 
sometimes as "Marsh Arches, after a German born engineer named Marsh, 
of Marsh EnKineer•ng Company of Des Mo•nes, Iowa. Marsh patented his 
through arch and built it between 1912 and 1930. (7) The through arch, 
with its r•bs extending above the roadway, can take two forms. The 
arched ribs can be r•Idly fixed at the piers or abutments, or each arch 
rib may be connected w•th a t•e and rest on the supports. The latter, a 
bow-string form, was used when conditions were not favorable for the 
arch thrust to be absorbed by the supports. The t•e resisted all the 
thrust and looked much llke the bottom chord of a truss. 



Concrete, although scientifically understood in some degree of 
sophistication in the 1890s, began to be used generally in a more 
structurally efficient manner in the United States after the first 
decade of the twentieth century. In 1903-04 the American Society of 
Civil Engineers formed its Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced 
Concrete in an attempt to standardize concrete design. In 1909, they 
published their first report. The American Concrete Institute (ACI) was 
working to formulate standards at about the same time. In 1916, the 
Committee on Reinforced Concrete Highway Bridges and Culverts issued its 
report, which was adopted by the ACI. Highway bridges were classified 
by them and appropriate loads for design were recommended. According to 
bridge engineer-historian Tyrell, between 1894 and 1904 about i00 
concrete bridges had been built in the United States in spans up to 
125 ft. (38.1 m.), and in 1917 Waddell claimed that "for city bridges of 
short span its use is becoming almost universal," with other wide 
applications noted. 

American engineers, however, never used the concrete arch as 
imaginatively or daringly as their European counterparts. In fact, 
massive, overdesigned barrels and arch ribs continued to be built into 
the 1930s, as they were frequently considered more attractive by some 
designers. 

This background discourse has shown that the arch form, in general, 
went through a progressive evolution from the solid, earth-filled 
masonry barrel to the lighter, separate arch ribs which carry the bridge 
deck by posts, girders, and slabs. The concrete and stone masonry arch 
bridges surveyed throughout Virginia illustrate this general evolution 
and represent a variety of types. 

ARCH BRIDGES IN VIRGINIA 

The most remarkable arch bridge in Virginia is the Natural Bridge, 
a 90 ft. (27.4 m.) long rock arch carved by Cedar Creek aeons ago. It 
has probably carried traffic of some sort for centuries. At present, 
two-laned Rte. ii spans the river and gorge on Natural Bridge, which is 
listed as structure number 8,443, in the computer printout of all 
Virginia bridges in the Virginia Department of Highways and Transporta- 
tion inventory. To the author's knowledge, it is the only natural 
bridge in the United States that carries vehicular traffic on a U. S. 
numbered route. 



The form of Virginia's arch bridges ranges from this noteworthy 
natural phenomenon to various stone and concrete arches and one br±ck 
arch. There are only 30 remaining stone masonry bridges on Virginia's 
state routes. These include highway bridges and railroad underpasses, 
as do the concrete bridges surveyed in this study. The concrete arch 
bridges represent the predominant historical types and total 136 in 
number. 

.Masonry Arches 

Very few stone masonry bridges remain in Virginia. Included in the 
Research Counc•l's survey were 30 stone bridges built prior to 1932. 
These are either presently In use as highway bridges or they were 
previously used and then abandoned by modern upgrading of the old roads 
on which they stood. 

Virginia's existing stone bridges appear to date to the nineteenth 
century, with the exception, of course, of the Natural Bridge. An 
examination of 28 of the remaining 30 stone bridges shows that they can 
be broadly divided into two reliably identified types: 

I) Stream crossings of rubble masonry, generally built in the 
early nineteenth century by Virginia turnpike companies, and 

2) railroad underpasses of dressed masonry, generally built in 
the late nineteenth century by Virginia railroads. 

.T.urnp Ike Bridges 

There are 12 stone bridges which appear to be early nineteenth 
century turnpike bridges. The most noteworthy representatives are found 
in the Culpeper Construction District on the Ashby's Gap Turnpike and 
the Snlcker's Gap Turnpike. A preliminary study and report on the 
Ashby's Gap Turnpike by Shaver and Newlon documented 14 stone bridges on 
the original turnpike road. (8,9) Four of these stone bridges are 

extant. 

The Ashby's Gap Turnpike was created by an act of the General 
Assembly of Virginia on January 30, 1810. The present Rte. 50, west of 
Aldle, approximately follows the Ashby's Gap Turnpike, which was estab- 
lished to provide a good road from the Little River Turnpike road 
through Ashby's Gap to the Shenandoah River. The bridges on the Ashby's 
Gap Turnpike were in service prior to 1824, when they were described in 



a report to the Virginia Board of Public Works, cited in Newlon's 
report: 

At little river is a stone bridge built at the joint expense 
of the Company and the Littleriver Company at Cromwile run 
there is a stone bridge of some size at Rocky branch a 
large Stone Bridge, at Goose Creek a very large stone bridge 
of four arches which wit• the paving and improving of three 
fourths of a mile of road adjacent to it, cost nearly $17,000 

At Plum run is a Stone bridge of some size and there are 

many other Stone Bridges over smaller streams on the 
route (i0) 

From the 1844 annual report of the Board of Public Works, it is certain 
that there were at least 14 bridges on the Ashby's Gap Turnpike" 

Our road is in travelling order. We have repaired nine stone 
bridges, and there are five more that want dressing up next 

summe r ( i I ) 

Three extant Ashby's Gap Turnpike bridges are illustrated in Figures 
1-3. Figure 1, a two-span arch, with a slight camelback profile, is 
still in use as a vehicular bridge. It is located in a historic dis- 
trict at Aldie. Figure 2 shows the four-span Goose Creek bridge, no 
longer in service but maintained by private organizations. Figure 3 
illustrates a heavily buttressed, single-span-arch which is now adjacent 
to Rte. 50. It is partially covered by fill. 

These bridges, though of a grander scale than most turnpike bridges 
surveyed in Virginia, are typical of the general building style. All 
turnpike bridges in this study were constructed of rubble, laid at 
random, with voussoirs of roughly cut and roughly finished stone. 

The Ashby's Gap and Snicker's Gap Turnpike bridges are distin- 
guished by their conical piers and buttresses. Figure 4 shows the 
Snicker's Gap Turnpike bridge, probably built under contract to the same 

mason responsible for the Ashby's Gap bridges. The Snicker's Gap 
Turnpike was chartered by an act of the General Assembly on January 29, 
1810. The Snicker's Gap Turnpike Company described the route of their 
completed road in a report to the Board of Public Works in 1830: 

Commences at or near the termination of the Little River 
Turnpike road, about thlrty-four miles from Alexandria, and 
passes (nearly in a north-western direction) through Snicker's 
Gap to Snicker's ferry, in a direction for Winchester, 
Cumberland, and the western states; and is intended to form a 
link of the great national road at or near Cumberland.(12) 



Figure I. Two-span masonry arch bridge in Aldie crossed the 
Little River on the nineteenth century Ashby's Gap 
Turnpike. This Loudoun County bridge is still in 
service and is located within the Aldle Historic 
District. 

Figure 2. Four-span masonry arch bridge carried the Ashby's Gap 
Turnpike over Goose Creek. Also located In Loudoun 
County, this bridge is listed on the National Re•is- 
ter of Historic Places. It is no longer in service 
for vehicular traffic. 
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Figure 3. Single-span arch bridge on the Ashby's Gap Turnpike 
is now partially covered by fill on present Virgi•.oia 
Rte. 50. 

Figure 4. Two-span stone arch bridge on the nineteenth century 
Snicker's Gap Turnpike corresponds to the construc- 
tion types im Figures 2 and 3, and could have been 
built by the same mason. 

Ii 



This route is further clarified by their description of tollgate 
locations 

...One tollgate at Aldle, the place of intersection with the 
Ashby's Gap Turnpike road.., another tollgate at Mountville, 
the lower end of the second section; and another tollgate on 
the Blue Ridge, about three miles from the termination of our 
road, at the Shenandoah rlver.(12) 

This description corresponds to the present Rte. 734, which passes 
through Mountville and Snicker's Gap, and intersects the Ashby's Gap 
Turnpike on a modern upgrading about one-half mile (0.8 kin.) west of 
Aldie. Originally, the intersection of the two turnpikes was in Aldie. 

The report describes 3 large stone culverts and 2 major bridges, i 
at Goose Creek and I at Beaverdam. The bridge at Goose Creek was "a 
handsome and substantial wooden bridge in one span of one hundred feet, 
forming one entire arch at its framing, and resting on stone abutments 
at each side of the stream. The bridge is weather-boarded with plank, 
and covered with cypress shingles." It cost $2,800 and was built by 
Lewis Wermwag (sic).(12) At Beaverdam there was "a handsome and sub- 
stantial stone arch," built at a cost of $3,500 by Ariel Glasscock.(12) 

The bridge at Goose Creek no longer exists. The existing bridge 
across Beaverdam Creek is 124 ft. (37.8 m.) long and built in the style 
of the Ashby's Gap bridges. One inconsistency exists in that the 
Turnpike Company directors describe the Beaverdam bridge as having three 
arches of nearly 30 ft. (9.1 m.) each, and this bridge consists of two 
arches of that approximate size. The author is satisfied to call this 
bridge a Snicker's Gap Turnpike bridge despite this apparent descriptive 
inconsistency; the bridge could finally have been built of two arches 
without the directors having noted the change. 

Two small-span masonry arch bridges located in the Culpeper Dis- 
trict are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. They appear to be turnpike 
bridges, or "large stone culverts." The one in Figure 5 is possibly on 
the north Loudoun Turnpike and that in Figure 6 could be located on a 

leg off the Manassas Gap Turnpike or the Middleburg-Plains Statlon 
Turnpike. 

A larger, two-span stone masonry arch carried the Warrenton Turn- 
pike across Bull Run. It was originally built in 1824, destroyed during 
the Civil War, and rebuilt in 1884. It is now maintained in Bull Run 
Park as a pedestrian bridge and stands within a stone's throw of present 
Rte. 29. Also in the Culpeper District is a small, brick-lined arch on 
the Georgetown Pike, dated 1893 by its builder, "J. S.," both carved on 
the keystone. 

12 



Figure 5. Single-span stone masonry arch bridge located in 
Loudoun County. 

Figure 6. Single-span stone masonry bridge, also located in 
Loudoun County, is similar to that in Figure 5. 
These may be small-span nineteenth centurv turnpike 
bridges, termed "large stone culverts" in the Public 
Works records. 



To the west, In the Staunton District, are 2 small-span masonry 
arches l•ke those of Figures 5 and 6. They may be bridges which carried 
the Huntersville-Warm Springs Turnpike, or they may date to a later 
period. 

Located in the Richmond District, south of Richmond, is the Falling 
Creek bridge illustrated in Figure 7. This two-span stone masonry arch 
carried the Manchester and Petersburg Turnpike over Falling Creek. 
Although the Manchester and Petersburg Turnpike Company was initiated in 
1815, construction was delayed and this bridge was not completed until 
1823. (13) It was considered by the turnpike directors to be "in this 
part of the world a structure of some elegance."(13) Today, the aban- 
doned Falling Creek bridge provides a wayside for--•ravellers 

on 
U. S. Rte. I. 

Research on a local level may provide more insight into these 
turnpike bridges and possibly others which were abandoned and were 
located In remote areas, away from present primary or secondary routes 
and not within the scope of this survey. 

Figure 7. The Falling Creek bridge, located south of Richmond on the 
Manchester and Petersburg Turnpike, was constructed in 1823. 
It was abandoned when U. S. Rte. i was upgraded, and serves today as a wayside for travellers on Rte. I. 

14 



Railroad Bri•dges 

There are 16 masonry railros4 arch bridges which carry highway 
traffic over or under railroad lines and which were built prior to 1932. 
Many, if not all, of these are owned by the railroad but they have been 
included because of their direct association with roadways. In contrast 
with the earlier turnpike bridges, the high quality of construction in 
the railroad bridges strikes one immediately. Thev are constructed of 
dressed masoDrv with uniform joints a•.d articulated sDrinF, ings. 

Fifteen of these railroad arch bridges were built of stone and ]. 
w•s built of brick. They were built by various railroads; I0 are now 
owned by the N & W Railway; 4 were built by the C &O Railway; an.d I was 
owned bv the lq & OD Railroad. The brick arch overpass spans the aban- 
doned Lorton & Occoquan Railroad. 

The history of the N & W Railway is the history of a series of 
predecessor companies. In a comprehensive study of the N & W Railway, 
Joseph T. Lambie traced N & W roots back to an 1837 9-mile (14.4 kin.) 
long railroad in tidewater Virginia.(14) As the railroad industry 
developed, rapid growth and coD.struction occurred. Three main roots are 
distinguished in the evolution of the N & W Railway- the Southside 
Railroad Company (from Petersburg to Lynchburg, 1854), the Virginia and 
Tennessee Railroad (from Lynchburg to the Tennessee border, 1852-1856), 
and the Norfolk and Petersburg Railroad (from Norfolk to Petersburg, 
1858).(14• In 1870, these three were merged into the Atlantic, 
Mississippi and Ohio Railroad, which floundered, went into receivership 
in 1876, and 

was bought and reorganized into the ..Norfolk an@. Western 
Railroad Company in 1881. (14) 

In addition to its main branches, the N & W acquired a•.d built 
other branches. Those on which Virginia survey brid•.es exist are the 
former Shenandoah Valley Railroad Company, the New River Division, the 
Clinch Valley Extension, and the former Southside Railroad Company.(153 
Figure 8 is a map of the N & W Railway lines _4.n 1893. 

There are 2 stone N & W underpasses in the Staunton Construction 
District and 1 in the Salem Construction D•strlct. These are located on 

a route which traverses north-south from Ha•erstown, Md. to Roanoke. 
This line began as the Shenandoah Valley Railroad Company, which was 
chartered in 1867.(14) In 1870, it was organi.zed and construction was 
begun, with Chief Engineer Herman Haupt (General Theory of Bridge 
Construction, 1851), but by 1873 all construction of the railroad was 
stoppe4 by that year's panic and 4e•Dression. In 1878, co•structlon was 
resumed and by 1881 the llne was built to Basic City (Waynesboro).(14) 
Figure 9 shows an underpass constructed on this portion of the line. 
From the above account, construction of this arch was between 1870 and 
1881. By 1882, the line was complete to its juncture with the N" & W at 
Roanoke;(14) thus, the arches illustrated in Figures i0 and ii were 
.Drobably constructed in 1882. From 1882 to 1890, various financial 
arrangements existed between the Shenandoah Valley Railroad and the 
N & W, but in 1890 the N & W purchased the Shenandoah Valley Railroad. 
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Figure 9. The stone arch railroad underpass was constructed in 
Page County by the Shenandoah Valley Railroad Company 
between 1870 and 1881. The Shenandoah Valley Rail- 
road was purchased by the N & W Railroad Company in 
1890. 

Figure i0. Like the underpass in Figure 9, this stone arch was 
constructed by the Shenandoah Railroad Company. 
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Figure ii. The panic of 1873 halted construction of the Shenandoah 
Valley Railroad Company until 1878. Thls stone underpass at 
Buchanan was built between 1881 and 1882, during the compa- 
ny's second phase of construction. 

On the southern end of the N & W line, the push west to the 
Pocahontas coal fields began in 1881. The coal found in these fields 
ranks at the top for efficiency in heating among U. S. coal samples. 
Construction was begun on the New River Division in August 1881 and the 
llne was completed from Radford to Pocahontas •n March 1883.(14) It was 
extended to the Ohio River between 1890 and 1893. (14) 

The arch at Belsprlng, Pulaski County, Bristol Construction Dis- 
tr±ct, was built on the New R•ver Division, probably during 1881-82, as 
its location is near the beginning of this line. 

After construction of the New River Division, the N & W built two 

more branches, the Clinch River Extension and the Cripple Creek Exten- 
sion. The Clinch River Extension diverged off the New River Division at 
Graham Station (near Bluefleld) and followed the Clinch River Valley. 
Construction began in 1887; the line was open to Honaker at the end of 
1889; and by June 1891 it was completed to its juncture with the 
Louisville and Nashville Railroad at Norton. (14) 
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The most remarkable grouping of N & W railroad underpasses was 
surveyed at Honaker, on the Clinch River Extension, in Russell County, 
Bristol Construction District. This group is illustrated •,n Figures 
12-14. These underpasses are heavily structured but finely •uilt. They 
are in remarkably good condition and are completely ummodified. These 
structures are built of rock-face stones in courses rangin• from 15 to 
24 in. (38.6 to 60.9 cm.) and with brick linings. Mason's marks were 
observed on all the underpasses. Stream diversion troughs run through 2 
of the underpasses. 

There are 2 arches which appear to be on a portion of the N & W 
line which was originally the Vir•inla and Tennessee Railroad. Lambie 
cites the construction of this line as 1852 to 1856;(14) thus, it was 
completed when the N & W acquired it. One of these arches, however, is 
dated 1896, and the other 1901. Figure 15 illustrates a Roman arch 
underpass in Srayth County. The keystone is carved with its date, 1896. 
It is probable that this brid•e, at its major span crossing the Holstop 
River, already existed in some form and that the 1896 arch was a modi- 
fY.cation to the original brldEe. The masonry courses of arch, wing 
wall, and buttress appear to be inconsistent, and could 
"accretionarv growth" in this structure. Figure 16 shows a•_ uD.derDass, 
concrete on one side, with 1901 carved in the keystone on the masonry 
side. The concreted side was added when the line was widened. 

The arch shown in Figure 17 illustrates a different tyDe of con- 
struction. Its pristine condition and isolated location ranks it with 
the Honaker bridges, but it appears to be of a different era. Its 16cation in ,Campbell County places it on that part of the N & W line 
that was ori•inallv the Southside Railroad. Its construction could, 
therefore, date to 1854. The style of'construction, which is somewhat 
more primitive than that of the other railroad bridges surveyed, seems 
to confirm this. Inspection of Figure 17 shows an arch with smooth 
looking voussoirs, surfaces rough-point finished, and springings 
articulated by rock-faced stones with small chiseled margins. However, 
the remainder of the underpass, including the spandrel walls, is built 
completely of coursed rubble maso•ry. 

This Lynchburg District bridge can be contrasted to Figure 18, 
which is representative of the 3 stone railroad underpasses in Staunton. 
The C & 0 Railroad built its line through this region in the 
mid-nineteenth century. Their date of construction is uncertain but it 
is pre-1881, when the Shenandoah Vallev line was completed to 
Wavnesboro, where it intersected the C & 0 Railroad. One of these 
bridges is illustrated in Figure 18. The masonry work is smooth 
finished with uniform joints throughout. The fourth C & 0 stone u•der- 
Dass is •.n Allegheny County and is of typical underpass construction-- 
i.e., it has smooth and rock-face flnish•.ng and it has been modified 
with concrete on one approach. 
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Figure 12. This asymetrical, massively buttressed railroa@ 
underpass was built at Honaker by the N & W Railroad 
between 1887 and 1889 on its Clinch River Extension, 
which tapped rich coal fields. 

Figure 13. Also built at Honaker for the N & W's Clinch River 
line, this stone arch underpass exhibits mason's 
marks and is of typical late nineteenth century 
masonry construction. 
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Figure 14. Like those in Figures 12 and 13, this somewhat 
smaller arch forms a part of the remarkable railroad 
underpass grouping at Honaker. 

Figure 15. This Roman arch was constructed in 1896 in Smyth 
County. The arch acts as an underpass for this 
bridge which carries the N & W Railroad across the 
Holston River. 
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Figure 16. Thee keystone carving of 1901 on this N & W Railroad 
underpass dates th•_s arch to an era of very late 
solid masonry construction. 

Figure 17. This large circular stone arch, located In Campbell 
County, was probably built by the Souths•de Railroad, 
later part of the N & W •ystem. 
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Figure 18. The C & 0 Railroad built several stone arch underpasses in 
the Staunton Construction District. This bridge is located 
in the city of Staunton. 

Probably constructed between 1858 and 1866, but attributed by the 
Culpeper Cbnstructlon District to 1892, is the Loudoun County stone 
bridge over the abandoned Washington and Old Dominion Railroad Company. 
This was a local railroad that changed hands frequently from 1847 to its 
abandonment. This arch is a roughly constructed underpass of large 
coursed stone. 

Some of the railroad underpasses surveyed originally were con- 
structed of stone and were modified at the widening or raising of the 
railroad llne. This type sometimes appears to be a masonry arch from 
one approach and a concrete arch from the other. Figure 19, an under- 
pass on Rte. 649 in Giles County, is located on the New River Division 
line and was probably constructed in 1882. It shows the original stone 
masonry, lined with concrete, while Figure 20 shows the other side, 
completely encased in concrete. 
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Figure 19. This stone underpass was built by the N & W Railroad 
in Giles County. It was later widened and modified 
with concrete. Note the concrete lining inside the 
barrel. 

Figure 20. The stone arch in Figure 19 is completely encased in 
concrete on its opposite approach. It appears to be 
a concrete structure from this side. 
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These modified stone bridges sometimes appear to be concrete arches 
from both approaches, but closer examination within the barrel reveals a 
small stone barrel in the core of the structure. Figure 21 shows this 
type of modified stone arch, located in Montgomery County (Salem Con- 
struction District), on the N & W branch from Radford to Christiansburg, 
which is shown on the 1893 N & W map. This same t.vpe of concrete 
modification sometimes leaves wing walls exposed. 

Thirdly, these modified stone underpasses can be completely encased 
in concrete, undetected by nondestructive means. 

The only brick arch surveyed in the state is located in Fairfax 
County and carries Rte. 611 over an abandoned railroad line, a short 
spur off the Richmond, Fredericksburg, & Petersburg (R F & P) Railroad, 
called the Lorton & Occoquan (L & O) Railroad. The date of its 
construction is unknown. 

The only stone masonry arch bridge surveyed in Virginia which 
exists in a category apart from turnpike bridKes and railroad bridges .•.s 
illustrated in Figure 22. Located in Nelson County, Lynchburg Con- 
struction District, this two-span arch bridEe now carries Rte. 606 over 
Owens Creek. Originally it carried the James River and Kanawha Canal 
over the creek, so it was probably constructed between 1830 and 1840. 
The view illustrated in Figure 22 shows the aqueduct unmodified. On the 
other side it has been widened significantly with concrete barrel arches 
to accommodate the C & 0 Railroad. This modification makes it unrecog- 
nizable from the James River side. 

Additional information and photographs for some of these stone 
masonry arch bridges can be found in Tables i-8 shown following the 
discussion of concrete arch bridges and on the survey information sheets 
in Appendix A. 
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Figure 21. The original stone masonry arch portion of this N & W 
Railroad underpass in Montgomery County is visible 
between two concrete barrels which were added later 
to widen the bridge. 

Figure 22. This two-span stone masonry bridge originally carried 
the James River and Kanawha Canal over Owens Creek. 
It is located in Nelson County and now carries Rte. 
606 over the creek. 
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Concrete Arch Bridges in Virginia 

The majority of the arch bridges surveyed-in Virginia were of 
concrete Construction. Out of a total of 166 arch bridges, 136 were 

concrete. These bridges have been categorized, as noted in the intro- 
duction and shown in Tables I-8, as 

i. filled spandrel arches, 

2. closed sDandrel arches, 

3. open spandrel arches, and 

4. through arches. 

Seventy-four percent of the concrete arches are filled spandrel 
arches (101/136); 8% are closed spandrel arches (II/136), !6% are open 
spandrel arches (22/136).; and i+ % are through arches (2/1363. The 
dated filled spandrel arches were built from 1904 to ]931, the earlier 
ones until 1911, being railroad underpasses. Of the other dated arches, 
the closed spandrel arches were built from 1926 to 1930, the open 
spandrel arches from lq13 to 1930, and the through arches in 1926 and 
1927. 

Tables IB-8B categorize the arch.bridges by builders. Most of the 
bridges are undocumented with respect to builder. Thirty-two bridge@ 
credit Daniel B. Luten on their bridge plates or plans,. 30 as Luten 
Bridge Company, i as designer for Atlantic Bridge Company of Greensboro, 
North Carolina, and i as designer for the Concrete Steel Brid•e Company 
of Clarkville, West Virginia. Two br•.dges were built by Roehl & Steel 
of Knoxville, Tennessee; 2 by Churchill Co.; I by W. W. Boxley & Co.; 
and I by Bates and Rogers Construction Co. The long-span 1911-13 Mayo 
Bridge in Richmond was designed by the Concrete Steel Engineering 
Company of New York aD.d built by I. J. Smith of R•.chmond. Ten brld•es 
are credited to the Virginia State Highway Commission. 

Thus, most of the arch Bridges are undocumented with respect to 
designer or builder. The most Dro!ific documented designer is 
Daniel B. Luten, designer of hundreds of such bridges throughout the 
east and midwest and holder of more than thirty patents. 

Luten was an 1894 civil engineering Rraduate of the University of 
Michigan. Upon graduation he was retained at Michigan as an iD.structor 
and assistant to Professor Charles E. Greene, whose arch analyses were 
noted in A.S.C.E. transactions.(16) From 1895 to 1900, Luten was 
instructor of civil engineering at Purdue University and in 1900 he 
resigned to design bridges.(17) One year later he was designin• and 
patenting his designs. 
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In 1899, Luten applied for a patent for an arch bridge of concrete, 
stone, brick, iron, or steel in which ties were placed below the water, 
from abutment to abutment to resist the arch thrust, and it was granted 
on May 15, 1900. His ties "which may be made of any material as woo4, 
iron, or steel but in this case are shown as being made of woo4 or 
timber, as this is the best material now known to me for the purpose, it 
being practically everlasting when used under water."(18) This concept 
developed into his patent for a tied concrete arch in which steel tie 
rods were embedded in a concrete pavement across the streambed. A 1906 
text on reinforced concrete by Albert Buel described Luten's steel-tied, 
paved arch bridge.(19) 

Luten's 1907 patent #852,970 shows a barrel arch with recessed 
panel parapet walls and a similar "flat arch or girder" tyDe design with 
the same parapet detail. A similar patent of 1907 lightened the bridge 
dead load with open spandrels but maintained a barrel arch. 

In 1907, Luten patented another arch type which reinforced the arch 
barrel transversely as well as long•.tudinally. In effect, this design 
was a stiffened spandrel which allowed for thinner arch sections. 
Included in this patent were several variations, one of which made 
parapet walls act with the superstructure to carry the loads. In patent 
#853,203, this variation was described as follows: 

A concrete bridge having a roadway bordered by a concrete 
wall, a longitudinal reinforcing member embedded in the walls, 
and transverse reinforcing members embedded in the wall and 
extending into the bridge under the roadway. (20) 

Other Luten patents inc].uded numerous arch variations, among them 
hinged arch and viaducts; systems of reinforcement; ingenious centerin• 
forms and methods; methods of bridge construction; and reinforced 
concrete beams. 

Daniel Luten was also an enthusiastic salesman of his brid•e 
designs, using professional presentations to speak for their advantages. 
In the American Concrete Institute Proceedings of 1912, he praised 
concrete arches- 

Concrete as a structural material is full of surprisin• 
possibilities and one of these is that the most beautiful and 
appropriate applications of concrete to bridges, that is _i•. 
the arch form, is also the most satisfactory from almost every 
engineering standpoint. 

His company catalogs list the advantages of concrete bridges emphatical- 
ly, and echo Edwin Thacher's previously listed advantages. 
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Luten's first bridge company was the National Bridge Company, 
formed in 1902. A 1914 Luten publication stated that until 1905 The 
National Bridge Company did the contracting and constructing of its 
bridges, but after that it was involved only in eng•neer±ng design and 
supervision. In 1907, a company catalog advertised a variety of earth 
filled arches reinforced with steel rods. It cla•med the company had 
designed more than 700 bridges of this type. An interesting arch type 
included •n th•s 1907 catalog was the "arch-glrder" bridge, described as 

a flat arched floor supported on five girders. 

Ten years later, in 1917, a publication called "Reinforced Concrete 
Bridges" by Daniel B. Luten, designing and consulting engineer, illus- 
trated a broader range of arch types, although still based on the same 
theme as his earlier designs. In this catalog, bridge illustrations 
ranged from long-span, hlgh-level open spandrel bridges to small highway 
bridges. Luten contrasted a "H•ghway Bridge of Pla•n Design" with a 
"Park Bridge of Attractive Design" In the same publication. Both had 
the same arch form. The parapet wall of the highway bridge was a solid 
recessed panel and that of the park bridge a balustrade type. 

Tyrell, as well, was conscious of appropriate bridge types in his 
1911 publication. Among the types he listed were Roman arches, rustic 
arches, and ornamental bridges. In the same book, Tyrell noted Luten as 
a "designer and builder of many fine concrete bridges throughout Amer- 
ica." (5) 

Although 32. bridges .are documented by bridge plates to Luten, many 
more can be attributed to him stylistically, particularly those located 
near documented Luten arches. 

Most of the Luten bridges in this survey were of the filled 
spandrel variety-illustrated in Figure 23 and like Luten patent #852,970 
in detail. In the southwestern counties, this type was sometimes built 
with concrete post and rails rather than solid parapet walls. 

Figure 24 shows a Luten arch which is well-documented and in 
remarkable condition. This falls into Luten's "park bridge" category, 
with its balustrade railings and decorative, fluted concrete columns at 
each end. These columns were originally light posts. The decorative 
concrete is attributed to "PETTYJOHN ART CONCRETE" of Terre Haute, 
Indiana, by a bridge plate. Structurally, this bridge is a four-ribbed 
arch of closed spandrel type, and it was constructed in 1929. 

Figure 25 illustrates one of two long-span Luten arch bridges in 
Danville, Virginia. The main spans of both bridges are open spandrel 
arches, while some of the approach spans are filled spandrel arches. 
Both bridges are capped with balustrade type railings. Luten acted as 
designing engineer for both of these bridges, one built by the Atlantic 
Bridge Company and the other by the Concrete Bridge Company. They were 
built in 1926 and 1927. 
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Figure P_3. Typical single-span Luten barrel arch highwsy bridge. 
This type, patented by Daniel B. Luten, was built 
throughout Virginia. 

Figure 24. The slngle-span barrel arch with decorative elements 
added constitutes Luten's "park bridge." This Luten 
bridge is located in Bland, Virginia. 



Figure 25. A long-span, open spandrel arch bridge designed by Daniel B. 
Luten for Danville, Virginia, in 1927.. Luten designed arch 
bridges of filled, closed, and open spandrel types. 

The other design company for which references were found is the 
Concrete Steel Engineering Company of New York. Tyrell cited this 
company as designer of three long-span bridges in Dayton, Ohio, between 
1902 and 1906. They were designed using the Melan system of relnforc- 
ing; William Menser (sic) was the engineer. (5) In an article for The 
Cornell Civil Engineer, William Mueser of the Concrete Steel EngineerinK Company in' New York traced the development of reinforced concrete brid•e 
construction, and stated that he had been a young engineer in von Emper•er's office. (21) 

In the 1920 Handbook of Bui.l.dl.ng. Construction,. George A. •ooI noted 
that the Concrete •'teel En'•].neering Comp-any of •ew York furnished 
"Diamond Bar" steel reinforcement in standard sizes from 1/4 in.. to 
I• in. (0.60 cm. to 3.2 cm).(2__2) It was this firm which designed the 
multi-span, filled spandrel arch bridge known as Richmond's Mayo Brid•e. 
This bridge crosses the James River and was built from 1911 to 1913. 
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Another long-span, relatively early, city bridge is the old Rte. 29 
bridge in Lynchburg, Virginia, illustrated in FiEure 26. Designated as 
Williams Viaduct locally, it was begun in 1916 and completed in 1918. 
It was built by the N & W, C & O, and Southern railroad companies. This 
early use of open spandrel arches in Virginia, combined with the "T" 
design of this bridge, makes it unique in Virginia. This bridge inter- 
sects another at 90 ° and both bridges are built as one "T" shaped unit 
This bridge includes •flve main spans of heavy two-rlbbed construction, a 
four-rlbbed open spandrel arch, and concrete beams and slabs. 

The earliest city bridge in Virginia is in Bedford, Salem Con- 
struction District. This large railroad overpass was built in 1907 to 
carry the..maln street over the N & W railroad. It is illustrated In 
Figure 27, which shows it to be a concrete bridge articulated to look 
llke stone. 

A small, double arch railroad underpass located in Stafford County, 
Fredericksbur• Construction District, was the earliest concrete arch 
surveyed in Virginia. Its date of construction, 1904, is formed in the 
concrete. Figure 28 illustraZes this Stafford County concrete arch. 

The other concrete bridges noted in this portion of the text have 
been isolated because of the regional peculiarities of their design. 

Two through trusses, like the Rainbow Arches described .previously 
in the historical development, were built in the Richmond Construction 
District. These bridges were of the bowstring variety and were designed 
by the .Virginia State Highway Commission for U. S. Rte. 1 highway 
traffic. They were built in 1926 and 1927. Figure 29 is an elevation 
View. of. the Nott0way River bowstring through arch. Note the lateral bracin• from arch crown to arch crown. Sometimes this structural member 
was necessary to sustain wind loads and to prevent lateral instability 
of the bridge. 

In contrast t0 these bowstring arches are three heavily desiRned 
monumental city bridges built in the city of Roanoke;, Salem Construction 
District, between 1926 and 1928. They are massive arches, detailed with 
heavy towers and applied ornamentation. One of these bridges, the 
Memorial Avenue Bridge, is illustrated in Figure 30. 

Several railroad underpasses in Montgomery County, Salem Con- 
struction District, were built in "horseshoe" arch forms, as illustrated 
by the. underpass in Figure 31. This shape was not seen elsewhere in the 
state: It is not without precedent, however, as a discussion on rail-. 
Poad arch and box culverts in a 1903 A.S.C.E. Transactions paper cites a preference for arches with battered I/2 in. to 1 ft. (0.6 cm to 30.0 cm) 
barrel walls. In Virginia, its occurrence is isolated in Mont•omer.v 
County. 
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Figure 26. This open spandrel arch bridge was built in Lynchburg 
between 1916 and 1918. It carries Rte. 29 across the 
James River. 

Figure 27. Concrete arch bridge built in Bedford in 1907. The 
surface was treated to roughly imitate stone. 



Figure 28. The earliest surveyed concrete arch bridge was this 
double arch underpass, built in 1904 in Stafford 
County. 

Figure 29. This concrete bowstring arch was built by the 
Virginia Department of Highways in 1926. 
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Figure 30. The Memorial Avenue Bridge in Roanoke was built 
in 1926.• This ornamented, monumental metropolitan 
highway bridge is constructed with three heavy arch 
ribs. 

Figure 31. Concrete arch underpass, constructed in Montgomery 
County, illustrates the regional diversity found in 
Virginia 8rch types. This "horseshoe arch" was built 
•only in Montgomery County. 



Figure 32 shows a multi-span, low arch bridge typical of Shenandoah 
County design and encountered elsewhere only in 2 brid•es iD• Montgomery 
County. 

The bridges shown in Figure 33 are stone-faced concrete arches 
built on two approach roads to a private home in Halifax County. The 
bridges were probably built before the !928-30 date of construct•.on for 
the corresponding stone house. They are particularly s.i•nificant when 
viewed in the context of the estate. There is another stone-faced arch, 
of .vet another style, and a solid masonry double box culvert opposite 
the 2 bridges illustrated. The structural unity created by these 
bridges and the. house and its setting is strikln•. Although the bridges 
are of recent construction and anachronistic structurally, they are 
unique and noteworthy. 

These examples illustrate the regional diversity in bridge types 
seen throughout Virginia's bridge survey and attributed to the relative 
autonomy of county road supervisors in the early years of highway bridge 
construction. The need for consistent bridge standards, however, was 
addressed early by the Virginia State Highway Commission. The third 
annUal report of the State Highway Commission, for the year ending 
September 30, 1909, stated: 

After a careful study of the needs and desiring that brid•es 
should be designed and erected accordin• to.some specifica- 
tions which Could be used and lived up to as standard by the 
State and county, this department, last July, issued "General 
Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges". 

Copies of these were sent to all county clerks for use in 'their bridg4 
work. To make the process less confusing, the report stated that 
standard plans for steel bridRes were being prepared according to the 
specifications. 

Also in preparation were standard plans for reinforced concrete 
bridges. The 1909 annual report further states a Highway Commission 
preference for reinforced concrete design: 

•^%enever practicable reinforced concrete sDans have bean used. 
This type of construction requires no maintenance, and its 
strength increases instead of diminishing with age. Spans 
from five to fifty, feet in length have been designed and 
constructed. 

Of the bridges surveyed, only I0 were credited by their brid•e 
plates to Virginia State Highway Commission design. The majority of the 
concrete arch bridges surveyed were designed and built by unidentified 
companies. 

Additional information and photographs of concrete arch bridges in 
Virginia can be found in the survey information sheets in Appendix A. 
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Figure 32. Regional diversity also is illustrated by a series of 
low multiple arches built in Shenandoah County. 

Figure 33. Unusual stone-faced concrete arch bridge built in 
Halifax County. 



Tsble i. Arch BridEes and Brid•e Companies in Virginia: Bristol Construction District 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 

I-I'TD, 16' U 
1-ND, •' 
1-ND, 30' U 

Tuewell 

FILLED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

I-ND, 

•.-l•0V, 14', 

1-1928, 
t-ND, 

(2 58') 
1-1930, 

I-ND, 113' 

1-1926, 
1-1926, 
1-1926, 
1-1925, 

ND- no date 

OTHER 



BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 

COMPANY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
CONCRETE 

ND- no date 

FILLED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

Wi•e Cos 1-19•, rib• 
L•6, 

B/sad Cot i.-i.•'•, ribs 
Cos 1-19'/8, t'tbe 

Smith I-IFJ$, 
Wyms Cos L-l•IS, • 

1-1930, • 

OTHER 

L 



Table 2. Arch Brld•es and Brid•e Companies in Vir•inJ.a" Salem Construction District 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 

TOTAL 
Oldsr mssom• 

FILLED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

U, 

X-ND, RR U, 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

ND- no date 

OTHER 

I-L•28, 



BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 
C•OMPANY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
CONCRETE 

FILLED SPANOREL CLOSED SPANDREL OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH ARCH ARCH 

ND- no date 

OTHER 

Cos 1-110•, RR 



T•ble 3. Arch Brid•es and Brid•e Companies in Virminia" Lvnchbur• Construct.•cn District 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

I-ND, 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

1-1•1• (• m 100") 

(10 

NO- no date 

OTHER 

4 ° 



BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 

COMPANY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
CONCRETE 

FILLED SPANDREL, 
ARCH 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

ND- no date 

OTHER 

Cos 1-•31 

Dsa•UIOS 1-1928 (D. B. 

Daavfllos (D. •. 1•tm•, 

Cot 2-L•25, 



T•b le 4. Arch Bridges and Bridge Companies in Virginia" Richmond Construction District 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

NO- no date 

OTHER 
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BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 

COMPANY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANOREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

ND- no date 

OTHER 



Table 5. Arch Brid•es and Brid•e Companies in Virginia" Suffolk Construction D.•.str•.ct 

 
BRIDGE 

COUNTY 

Cit 

•or• 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
CONCRETE 

FILLED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

1-ND, U. 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

ND- no date 

OTHER 
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BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 

COMPANY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

NO- no date 

OTHER 

W.W. Boziey 



Table 6. Arch Brid•es and Bridge Companies 
District 

in Virginia Fredericksburg Construction 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

we•mor•i•d 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

1-1J•4, Pit ;J, 11' 

NO- no date 

OTHER 

L 



BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 

COMPANY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

ND- no date T 

OTHER 

4 9 



T•ble 7. Arch Rr•.dges and Bridge Compa..ies in Virginia" Culpeper Constructi.on District 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 

Culps•sr 

TOTAL 

oOidor vtstble 

FILLED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

1-1916, 32' (•b'd) 3-ND, 
t-1914, 43' I-ND, 51' 
1-1•1, I-MD, 
1-MD, •' (ab'd) 

CON-CRETE 

CLOSED SPANOREL 
ARCH 

I-I•D, (S 20' 13') 

OPEN SPANOREL 
ARCH 

ND- no date 

OTHER 

5O 



BRIDGE 

Bairns Ro•srs ConsUmption Co. 

W.W. •my Co. 

Co,•_t'•m •_1 Brtd• Co. 

Conor•m Smel Enetnsertns Co. 
York, York 

Luma Brtd• Co. 
¥or• Ps. 

_tr•ma St•s ll• Comml•toa 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

Fs•quier Co: 2-1919 
Loudms Cot 1-1915 

1-19•1 

CON-CRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

NO- no dote 

OTHER 



Table 8. Arch Bridges and Bridge Companies in Virginia" Staunton Construction D.•strict 

BRIDGE 

TYPE 

COUNTY 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 

I-NDo U, 

1-ND, U, 
I-ND, RRU, 
I-I•D, U, 

1-ND, 
I-ND, 

FILLED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANOREL 
ARCH 

L-ND, I-ND, 
L-ND, L-ND, 
L-ND, L-ND, 
L-ND, 

I-ND, 
I-ND, 
1-NO, 

OPEN SPANDREL 
ARCH 

1-L925, 65' 
l-L929, 

L-1926, 

NO- no date 

OTHER 



BRIDGE 

TYPE 

BRIDGE 

COMPANY 

9oxl• Co. 

BRICK 
or 

STONE MASONRY 
FILLED SPANDREL 

ARCH 

CONCRETE 

CLOSED SPANDREL 
ARCH 

OPEN SPANOREL 
ARCH 

1-1929, 

ND- no date 

OTHER 



CRITERIA 

The @iversity of types encountered in the-survey of masonry and 
concrete arches conducted as the fin•l stage of the Virginia inventory 
requires a modification of the numerical rating system developed previ- 
ously to evaluate the metal truss bridges and shown in Appendix B. The 
arch bridges would not be so easily divided into the more rigidly 
defined metal truss categories, and thus it is difficult to apply those 
criteria on a bro•.der basis. 

A trial numerical rating system which combines aspects of 
Virginia's prior system (213) with ot•.e developed by Kemp in West 
Virginia (24) is shown in Table 9. 

The factors comprising the criteria for historic significance of 
Virginia's masonry and concrete arch bridges parallel and appear to be 
compatible with the criteria developed for its metal trusses. Differ- 
ences derive from conditions such as the fact that stone and concrete 
bridges have not been moved, as was sometimes the case with metal 
trusses while site integrity is thus common to all arch bridges setting 
may have been significantly compromised. The significance of age for 
concrete bridges derives from the development of the technology 
(reinforcing systems etc.) whereas that for stone, an ancient 
technology, derives from the periods of Virginia's transporterS.on 
history (turnpike era, railroad era, etc.). In the case of metal 
trusses, technological developments were reflected in des•.•ns that were massed-produ.ced and marketed on a national scale. These differences 
have been considered in all three of the areas; i.e., documentation, 
technological significance, and environmental and historical factors. 

The factors considered and the weight given to each are shown in 
Table 9. The rationale for the factors and relative weighting is then 
described. 

The maximum number of points that can be •J.ven is 35, as compared 
with 27 for metal trusses. Application of the criterl.a to the stone and 
concrete bridges was accomplished by a panel of seven people. A 
discussion of the results follows the exp_•_anation of the criteria.. 
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Table 9 

Factors Comprising the Criteria for Historic Significance 
of Virginia's Masonry and Concrete Arch Bridges 

Factor Points Assigned. 
M•x±mum" 8 

A. Documentation 

i. Designer/builder* 

a. Unknown 

be Known, technological contribution 
undetermined 

c. Known, prolifJ.c builder 

d. Known, unusual designer 

2. Date** 

a. Post-1932 

b. Obsolescent phase 
pre-lq32 

for technology, but 

c. Mature flourishing phase 

d. Early flourJ.shing phase 

e. Pioneering phase 

f. Unique example of very early date 

Suggested for Stone Suggested for Reinforced Concrete 

a. Post 1932 
b. 1885-1932 
c. 1835-1885 
d. 1800-1835 
e. Pre-1800 
f. Pre-1700 

a. Post 1932 
b. Varies** 
c. 1915-1930 
d. 1900-1915 
e. 1895-1900 
f. 18•9-1895 

•en designer is ascribed bv stylistic attributes, 
ass•.gned. 
When date is estimated, one-half value is assigned. 

one-ha if value is 
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Table 9 (continued) 

B. Technological Significance Maximum: 18 

1. Technology 

a. Unique or significant structural features 
including patented technology 

b. Materials and craftsmanship 

c. Integrity of structure 

d. Individual span lengths 

e. Number of spans 

f. Noteworthy architectural or engineering 
details 

g. Special considerations 

2. Configuration/Type 

a. Unique/unusual in its time 

b. Rare survivor though of standard design 

c. Typical example of its time and a common survivor 0 

C. Environmental and Historical Factors Maximum- 9 

1. Aesthetics 3 

2. History 3 

3. *Integrity of setting 

Documentation 

The important elements for documentation are the designer or builder 
and the age of the bridge. 

Designer or Builder 

Concrete and masonry bridges were built by prolific bridge building 
companies, just as metal truss bridges were, and concrete bridge 
companies patented their technological innovations as prolifical].y as 
the metal truss bridge companies did. Unlike metal truss bridge 
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construction, however, individual masonry and concrete arch brid•e 
design was often attributable to an individual designer or builder. The 
individual could be a master mason or a consulting engineer whose 
acknowledgement ranged from initials carved in a keystone to a bridge 
nameplate. The category "designer/builder" includes bridge companies 
but allows for individual designers. 

Designers or builders, either individuals or companies, are 
characterized at three levels of significance. The maximum number of 
points are ascribed to the category o• "known, recognized designer, 
which is used for companies or individuals with a major influence in the 
development of arch bridge design. Among these would be Latrobe for 
masonry bridges and Ransome, von Emperger, or the Concrete Steel 
Engineering Company for concrete bridges. 

The second category is "known, prolific builder." 

Most of the masonry arches were built by known companies; e.g., the 
N & W Railroad, the C & O Railroad, or the Ashby's Gap Turnpike Company. 
The historical background for Virginia railroads and turnpikes was given 
previously in the text of this report. Bridges which were known to be 
built by these companies were given 2 points for known, prolific 
builder. 

For concrete bridges, the designation "known, prolific builder" is 
used to describe the Luten Bridge Company, the Concrete Steel Bridge 
Company, and the Virginia State Highway Commission. 

Twenty-four percent (32/136) of the concrete arch. bridges are 
documented Luten Bridge Company bridges. Many more were attributed to 
this company stylistically. Daniel B. Luten patented many arch brid.•e 
and reinforcement schemes, and his company built hundreds of concrete 
bridges in the East and Midwest. 

The Concrete Steel Bridge Company was organized in Clarksbur•, West 
Virginia, in 1914 by Frank D. McEnter and P. M. Harrison. They built 
many reinforced concrete structures in the East until 1931. The Main 
Street Bridge in Danville was built by the Concrete Steel Brid•e 
Company, with Daniel B. Luten. 

The Virginia State Highway Commission was established in 1907 and 
began standardizing bridge design on a small scale. Of the bridges 
surveyed, only i0 were documented by their bridge plates to be of 
Virginia State Highway Commission design. 

The third category is "known, contribution undetermined." This 
category gives latitude for future research, which may result in a 
bridge changing its point value by 1 or 2 points higher when more is 
_•_earned about designers/builders. 
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The majority of the concrete arch bridges surveyed were designed and 
built by unidentified companies. Where the builder is unknown, no 
points are •iven. 

Where the desIKner/builder can be attributed by location, style, or 
desIKn, the points assigned are one-half the documente@ point value. 

Age 

The general categories developed by Kemp, as shown in Table 9, •.ve 
a framework for the development of specific dates. 

Stone masonry is an ancient technology and can be more readily 
categorized into periods of historical s•.•,nlficance than can 
concrete. Since concrete bridges depend upon the 4evelo.Dment of 
technology it is especially important to apply datln• criteria 
with respect to each type of bridge, i.e., plain vs. reinforced 
concrete, closed vs. open spandrel arch, application of patented 
systems, etc. 

For each material there are six categories; points are given for 
increasing age in five periods. 

For stone: pre-1700- 5; pre-1800- 4; 1800-1835- 3; 1835-1885 
2; 1885-'1932- I. 

These categories generally reflect the development of transportation 
systems as follows- 

o Pre-1700-masonry bridges rare in the United States, 

o Pre-1800-masonry bridges were scarce in the United States, 

o 1800-1835-masonry bridges were built by turnpike companies or 

very early railroads, 

o 1835-1885-masonry bridges were built prolifically bv railroads 
and sparsely by turnpike/highway builders, and 

o 1885-1932-masonr•v bridges were built still by railroad companies 
and some highway builders but the use of stone became 
anachronistic during this period 

For reinforced concrete: 1889-1893 5; 1895-1900- 4; 1900-1915 
3; 1915-1930 2; no specific time can be assigned to the i point 
category for reinforced concrete, in general. This category, 
"obsolescent phase for technology but pre-1932," is appropriate for only 
the concrete designs evolved in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century, i.e., solid, filled barrel arches. It is inappropriate to 
apply "obsolescent" to the general category of reinforced concrete, as 
technological innovations continue to date. 
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The categories for reinforced concrete reflect the development of 
transportation systems with technologically significant dates 
incorporated: 

o 1889-1895" Early development of reinforced concrete brid•e 
design; concrete bridge built in 1889 by E. L. Ransome. 

o 1895-1900" Era of experimentation in reinforced concrete brid•e 
design. 

o 1900-1915" Era of increasi•nK confidence in reinforced concrete 
as a building material, and prolific patent development. 

o 1915-1930" Era of rapid growth of transportation needs and 
confident, established procedures for reinforced concrete arch 
bridge design. (Still an era of experJ.mentation in reinforced 
concrete design and application.) 

The concrete categories, particularly, are intended to be used 
solely as a general framework, and should be applied by persons with 
familiarity with historical concrete bridges. (The existing data 
plain concrete [i.e., non-reinforced concrete] allow for •the development 
of only a very general historical dating system" any pre-1890 plain 
concrete bridge should rate 5 points, those built between 1890-1910 
should rate 3 points, and any plain concrete brid•e built after 1910 
should rate 1 point.) 

The points are awarded when the date can be definitely established 
from date plates, plans, newspaper articles, railroad reports, or public 
records. Where such information is not available, the age can sometimes 
be estimated. When the date is estimated, one-half the point v$1ue is 
given. 

Technological Significance 

The second broad category evaluates the elements of the bridge's 
structure and construction. In all cases the bridge is awarded points. 
if it possesses the characteristic under consideration. No fractional 
points are given. 

Unique or Significant Structural Features, Including Patented Technology 

Unlike the case of metal truss bridges the significant .technological 
elements of concrete or masonry bridge structures may not be appa.rent by 
visual inspection. Without documentation, it is generally not possible 
to ascribe unique structural features or patented technology to these 
bridges without destructive testing. 

Concrete arch bridge documentation consisted of bridge .plmtes, 
company catalogs, and plans. Additional sources might be contemporary. 
engineering periodicals. 
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Features which scored points were Luten patents, Concrete Steel 
Engineering Company patents, and an innovative design solution. 

No masonry arch bridges in Virginia were known to have siEnificant 
structural features or patented technology. In fact, this category 
would exclude all but rare masonry arch bridges. Thus, the maximum 
number of points possible for masonry arches is 3 points less than the 
maximum possible for concrete arches. 

Materials and Craftsmanship 

Points are given if the structure was constructed of high quality 
materials (no deterioration apparent) and high quality craftsmanship. 

l.ntegrit.y of Structu.re 

Points are given if the bridge structure has not been. modified. 
Modifications are usually evident during field inspection. 

l.ndi.vldual Span Lengths 

Points are given for masonry spans in excess of 30 ft. (9m). For 
concrete arches built until 1915, points are given for spans in excess 
of 50 ft.(15m). For concrete arches built after 1915 but •prior to 1932 
points are given for spans in excess of 125 ft.(38m). 

Number of Spans 

Points are given for bridges with multiple arches for all bridges 
built prior to 1915. For bridges with more than two.arch sp@ns•-bu•.It• 
afte9 1915 points are awarded. 

N.o.teworthy Architectural or Engineering Details 

Points are given for ornamental details or interesting technological 
applications. 

Special Considerations 

This category is for features which are not indicative of advanced 
or special applications of technology, but reflect. Special design 
features. It includes local design idiosyncrasies., types peculiar to a 
particular region, construction with a nineteenth century .appearance 
built in the twentieth century, use of unusual, materials,•or unique 
items such as George Washington's initials carved.in the Natural Bridge, 

Conf igura tion/Type 

The arch bridge was character•.zed as (I) unique/unusual, in its time, 
(2) a rare survivor though of standard design, or (3) •typical.•example of 
its time and a common survivor. This classification .follows the one. 
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used in the field survey inventory sheets. It is a characterization 
which is relative to Virginia's surviving arch bridges. 

Environmental and Historical Features 

Environmental factors are evaluated in three areas: aesthetics, 
history, and integrity of setting. Points are awarded if the bridge 
possesses the characteristic under consideration. No fractional points 
are awarded. While environmental factors are more subjective than those 
in the preceding categories, experience in applying these criteria to 
metal trusses and to the arch bridges included in this report showed 
that there was broad consensus on when the points should or should not 
be awarded. 

Aesthetics 

The bridge is an integral part of its setting and removal of the 
bridge would be detrimental to the setting. 

History 

Bridges are awarded points if there is documented historical 
significance associated with them; the category is broad and subject to 
available research. 

A bridge may be a part of an important historically documented 
transportation network; e.g. a railroad or turnpike company. It mav be 
located at a significant crossing and be part of a series of bridges 
built at that site. 

A bridge may be associated with significant industrial or 
residential development, or it may be associated with individuals or 
events of local or statewide significance. 

Integrity of Settin• 

Unlike metal truss bridges, arch bridges of monolithic construction 
require destruction for removal. Since relocation is not • feasible 
alternative, the bridge's setting is important. 

This setting has integrity if changes have not occurred which 
detract from the bridge's historical setting. The setting should co-.vev 
a sense of what it was like in its historic period. 
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APPLICATION OF• THE RATING SYSTEM 

The criteria were applied to each of the 166 arch brid•es included 
in the survey. Of these, 30 were masonry and 136 concrete. The brid•es 
were evaluated by a seven-member panel consisting of the author, three 
persons from the Research Council with experience in historical issues, 
representatives from the Environmental Ouality and Bridge Divisions of 
the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation, and a 
representative of the Virginia Historic Landmarks Commission. Th•.s 
panel reached a consensus on the points to be awarded to each of the 
bridges. The results of the consensus are given in Table C-I for 
masonry brid•es and in Table C-2 for concrete bridges. Within the 
tables the bridges are grouped by construction district, county, and 
route number. 

The maximum score possible for concrete bridges would be 35, while 
the corresponding maximum for masonry structures would be 32 since the 
attribute "unique or significant structural features includin• Datented 
technology", worth 3 points, would not be applicable. 

Modified masonry arches, like those illustrated in Figure 21, were 
evaluated as masonry structures which lacked integrity of structure. 

Application of the criter•_a bv the panel resulted in ratings ranging 
from zero to 31 for the concrete arches and from 9 to 29 for the masonry 
arches. Establishing a numerical value as a standard by which potential 
historic si•nlficance would be judged is to somedegree oarbitrarv but 
the value should be such as to ensure proper consideration of clearly 
significant structures, to obviate the expenditure of e°ffort on 
structures that are clearly not significant, and to identify those in 
the "grey area" that would warrant further study on a case-by-case 
basis. Based upon discussions durin• the aDplication of the criteria to 
the arch bridges, Virginia's experience with the criteria developed for 
its metal trusses, and refinements and Drocedures developed by several 
other states, it would appear that the ranges shown in Table i0 should 
be established. 
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Table i 0 

Suggested Ranges to Use When Considering Potential H•storic 
S•gniflcance of Arch Bridges in Virginia 

S ignificance Masonrv Concrete 
Leveis Arches Arches 

Range No. Percent Range. No . Percent 

High >22 ii 37 >24 9 7 

Case-by-Case 
Study 15-21 17 57 17-23- 33 24 

Low <15 2 6 <17 94 69 

There were l l.masonry bridges whlch rated 22 or more points. These 
were the Natural Bridge (Rockbridge County, on cover), the Aldie Br±dge 
(Loudoun County., Figure I), the Falling Creek Br±dge (Chesterfield 
County, Figure 7), the Goose Creek Bridge (Loudoun County, F•gure 2), 
the Snicker's Gap Turnplke. Bridge (Loudoun County, Figure 4), the two 
Staunton C & 0 RR bridges (AugustaCountv, F•gure 18 and Appenfl•x Sheet 
A-41), the HonakerN & W RR underpasses .(Russell County, Figures 12 and 
13), the Souths•de RR underpass (Campbell County, F•gure 17), and the 
Shenandoah Valley RR underpass at Buchanan •Botetourt County, Figure 
•). 

The Aldie Bridge'is locahed in.a National Register Historic 
District and the Goose .Creek Bridge is listed on the Na.tional Register 
of Historic Places. 

There were 9 concrete .arches Which rated 2.4 points or h_•_gh.e, r. They 
were the Richmond Mayo Bridge (Appendix Sheet A-65), the old Rte. 29 
Lynchburg bridge (Figure 26), the Luten bridges in Appalachia (Wise 
County, Appendix sheets A-17 and A-19), the Bedford city bridge (Bedford 
County, Figure 28), the Luten bridge in Bla.nd (Bland.County °Figure 24), 
the Roanoke MemorialAve.. Bridge (Figure 27) and Rte.. 116 (Appendix 
Sheet A-41) bridges, and the Worsham St.reet Bridge in Danville .(Figure 
25). 

The Bedford bridge •s..locat.ed in a,.Nat,•[Onat Register Histor±c 
District. 

There are 17 masonry arches that rated between 15 and 21 points and 
33 concrete arches that rated between 17 and 23•points. When these 



br±dEes are evaluated on a case-by-case basis, their point value may 
increase since research undertaken for the evaluation may produce 
Information concerning designers, patents, local history, etc., not 
discovered during the Inventory. 

Of the 166 arches included in the inventory, 96 would fall in the 
not significant category. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

As stated in the introductory remarks to this report, the survey 
and photographic inventory of Virginia's bridges has been completed with 
the issuance of this report. 

The arch bridges surveyed in Virginia fell into three broad cate- 
gories" 

1 stone turnpike brldges, 
2. stone railroad bridges, and 
3. concrete hlghwav bridges. 

The arch bridge types surveyed in Virginia reflected the •eneral 
historical building trends in the United States. However, with respect 
to nationwide significance, there seem to be no remarkably early or 
otherwise noteworthv examples of construction types in Virginia. On a 
state and local level, Natural Bridge, the James River and Kanawha canal 
bridge, the turnpike and railroad bridges, and the concrete arches noted 
in the text were all representative of important aspects in the develop- 
ment of Vlrginia's transportation network. 

The diversity of tyDes encountered in this final stage of the 
Virginia inventory required a modification of the numerical rat•.nE 
system used to evaluate the metal truss bridges. The arch brld•es would 
not be so easily divided into the more rigidly defined metal truss 
categories previously developed, and. thus it would be difficult to applv 
those criteria on this broader basis. 

A numerical ratin• system which •ombines aspects of Virginia's 
Drior system (2__3) with one developed by •emp in West VirEinia (24) was 
developed and applied. 

This resulted in suggesting that three levels be considered in 
evaluatin• potential historic significance of Virginia's arch bridges. 
Eleven (37%) of the masonry and 9 (7%) of the concrete arches were 
classified in the most significant category, and 2 (6%) of the masonry 
and 94 (69%) of the concrete arches in the lowest categor.v. The 
remaining 17 (57%) masonry and 33 (24%) concrete arches were identified 
for further evaluation on a case-by-case basis. 

Of course, the aim of such a system is the development of criteria 
for determining the relative significance of historic bridges. Those 
bridges isolated as eligible for listing, on the National Register of 
Historic Places should be given due consideration im the long-range 
highway planning process through the development of a conservation plan, 
which is beyond the scope of this project. 



It would be important to note in the development of a statewide 
conservation plan for historic bridges that those structures which fall 
outside the eligibility range can provide invaluable information to the 
engineering community. The evaluation of bridge-building technology for 
monol•thic structures is largely guesswork unless plans exist. Unlike 
the readily identified structural systems of iron and steel bridges, 
masonry bridges do not readily reveal their structural identity or means 
of construction. In demolishing masonry and concrete brid•es, load 
tests could be conducted on specific bridges, core samples could be 
evaluated, and reinforcement systems could be identified. If such 
exhaustive testing appeared unnecessary, recovery of sample reinforce- 
me•.t would be an easy matter, and a systematic understanding of rein- 
forcement systems used in Virginia could be compiled with minimal 
effort. Photogrammetrc techniques, such as described in another Council 
report,(253 could aid in such recoverer and should be part of the 
conservation plan. 

In this way, those resources which are lost in the necessary 
upgrading of bridges and highways could provide knowledge necessary for 
stabilizimg, rehabilitating, and maintaining those bridges deemed 
approDriate for preservation. The results of historic bridge inven- 
tories thereby serve multiple purposes as a compilation of historical 
data, a highway department planning tool, and an engineering design 
reference. 
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APPENDIX A 

SURVEY INFORMATION AND LOCATION OF CONCRETE AND MASONRY 
ARCH BRIDGES IN VIRGINIA 

Appendix A consists of eight Virginis district maps and isolsted 
survey sheets which represent types of arch bridges locsted in each 
district. The information is presented in a district-by-district 
arrangement, b•sed upon Department of Highways and Transportation 
district numbering. The order is as follows: i. Bristol District, 
2. Salem District, 3. Lynchburg District, 4. Richmond District, 
5. Suffolk District, 6. Fredericksburg District, 7. Culpeper District, 
8. Staunton District. 

Each district map locates the arch bridges in the district and 
identifies them.by the following categories: Stone or brick srches, 
concrete filled spandrel arches, concrete ribbed closed spandrel arches, 
concrete ribbed open spsndrel arches, and other. (See legend on the 
district maps•) 

The survey sheets which follow esch district map are arranged in 
alphabetical order by county, and within each county by route number. 
The photographs which illustrate the arch bridges on the survey sheets 
sre located in the Arch Survey files. Esch photograph is one of a 
number listed on the front of each survey sheet. 
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F,-383 

SURVEY ,•D Ih•VLNTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

G..eo•raphi= Inform•,=i•n 

va. Dep •. o f Highways Dis =tic •" F•'•_%•c•.•_ No. 
Cou==7- ,•2_.a•d No. 70: 
Cizy/To•: _,Bland 

U•/KGS Ceor•ina•e•: 

A11"25-32 

Eis=orical Informa=ion 

Formal desi8na•ion" 
Local •esIEna=io• 
Desisner: L•tzn 6•t•d•£' Comp•n'•{ 
Buil4er: _•OA•.,. •ed•{Zva•a• "-•KnOxv•e, •enn6•see 
#• •e: ,--1•27 _ 

"'.._'; •asi, for :- b•@'e pZ•e 
Orisi•l •er" .; use: 

USe 

H.i.s.•arlcal.,er Technolozi,cal s.i•nlfl,c•.n¢,e 

Unique/Unuaual •n its time" 

X 



Design information 

Compass orienta=ion of axis" Archi=ectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" ;leng=h overall" 
Span types" 
(i) •eh leng=h" .4 5' 
(2) length" 
(3). length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) leng=h" 

-Balustrade of urn-shaped pos£ a• p•apet w •li 

-Fluted columns with decora2ive capit• at 
en• o f b•idg e 

No. of lanes" 2 Roadway width,'.$0'-9 :' 

Structural Information 

Substructure 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Superstructure 

Configuration" 
A. 

Abutments" Concrete 

_. 
Wings',, Concrete 
Sea•s.: 

Arch X Barrel Ribs (no.) 4 Spandrel_" Open So lid X 
Circular Segmen•al___•_X O•her Fixed Hinged 
Infilling- Earth Ballast N0•e 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam Type Size No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Sketch. 

Side Elevation 

42'-0" 

Section A-A 

d 



R-383 

SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BKIDGES 

.G. eo.graphi¢ Information 

Stats" Vlr•Ini.a 
Va. Dept. of Highways District" B•stol No. 
County: R•ss • _; No. 83 
City/To•: Honak• 
Street/•oa• Ro•e 646 
River/S•re•/•ilroad (crossing)" NgW RR 
U•/KGS Coord•t•s: 

A10"32 

Historical Informa:iou 

Formal desiEna:ion: 
Local iesiEna:ion: 
DesiEner" 
Builder: 
DaLe: •7-; •9 
OrIEiual owner 

basis for: • •'W Annual Report 
N • W RR use: V ehicula• 

"•"-" Ve 

Historical or rec.hnol0Kical,,Si•nlficance 

y 
Unlque/Unu•ual in i=s •Ime- •hlm• m•om•.• •L•c•£ar b•.•el c•%•.• in• road and 
•,.&•e•. From s•-dn• point u• •ch Z5 ,b•ck..bd•ed. •.. 
•re su•Iv• .though of s•n•ara desi•'Vo•5.soL• and co•in•'..s,•o•'es •e 
••nac,• bed..from o•.•,vs. 
T•Ical ••I• of i=s t•e •d 

a co.on 
•u•ivor: 

x 
O=her •rk•/Explana•±on: ?[•ee N • W in-•er•s6•, a•built • •e same time, 
Route. 63•, 646, 647.• The •_.•c, c,.{•e•us__n_o' lo_n•e_r c•_ •y •affic,. qn 'local roa•s 

Nature/DeEree of any destructive threats: 

Keferenca msterlala an• contamp.orary photos/illustratlons with their respective locations- 

Reco=•er" P. A. C. S£ero 
Da=•" Jul# 1981 
Affiliation. V.H. 5 T.R.C. 



Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans'___•__• ;length overall" 
Span types" 
(i) A•c• length" 5#' 
(2) length',, 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" [;'-•'.' 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments 
Wings" i(•i'•6 0n•' 
Sea t: s 

Supers=ruc=ure" 
.•!a•erial S•one X Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch • Barrel X Rib s (no.) Circular X SePal O•e•'- 

Infilling" Earth Baii•S = 

Spandrel" Open____ Solid .• 
Fixed Hinged 

None 

B. Slab C. Rigid-Frame 

De Beam Type- 
Fioo rb earn_..____ Type 

Reinforcing System" 

Size 
Size 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spaaing 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section AIA 

Barrel • 56' -0" long 



•-383 

SL•VEY AND lqTVENTOKY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

.G.eosraphic Imforma=io.u A8"24-27 

Historical Informa=iou 

Formal designation: 
Local desiEna•ion: 

Builder" 

Origi•l •er: ; use: 
•h•iul&t 

• ••e "• ••'" V D. H ,• u •e Ve•ccEe•t 

Historical or TechnoloEIcal Si•nlflcance 

X 

X 

Nature/Degree of any •es•ruc=ive threats" 

Unique/Unuaual •n its time- 

s egment•E •ch 

qu.ard r•Eg/p•apet we•Lg a vLgows, ar,,ch much .5 hoddower than structure's arc•. 

2 ,•bbed C'•IIR I/• pan,tell 

Reference mstarlala an• ¢unzamporar7 pho=os/illus=ra=Ious with their respective loca=±oms: 

Recorder- P. A• C. S•ero 
Da =e" 3,•2. • 9, • 8"I 
Affiliation: V.H. • T. •. C. 



Des_ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" ;length overall" 
Span types" 
(I) Arch length" 12•.'.. ... (2) length" 
(3) length" 
(4) length', 
(5) •; length" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 11 '-I." 

Structural Information 

Substructure 
Material" 
Foundations: 
Piers" 

Abutments" Concr•e 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Superstruc=ure" 
•tateriai- Stone Concrete X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel Ribs (no.) 

Circu'lar Segmental ,• Other Infilling'" "Earth Ballast 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Spandrel" Open • Solid 
Fixed 

None 
Hinged 

D. Beam Type Size 
Floorbeam Type. Size 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Eieva=ion Section A-A 



R-383 

SL•VEY AND INVENTOKY FORM CONCKETE & STONE BKIDGES 

Geo•.r.aphic Informa=iou 

S•a•e" Vlr•Inia 
Va. Dept. of HiEhways District" ....•65•05 No. 
County" Sm• No. 
City/Town: •••l•,c 
S•ee•l•oad" R@•e 634, A•on '• R@ad ,,- 
Rive=/S=re•l••oad (cro.simg)" ,W.F. •o•ton R 
U•IKGS Coordlna•s: 

A-If 

AI0.17-20 

His•orlcal Information 

Formal de siEnanion: 
,Local 4esiEna•ion 
DesiEner" 
Builder" 
Date: Origi•l 

His.•srical, oz" Technological 

X 

Unique/Unusual in i:s time" 

Rare 'survivor •hough of suandard, des±g• '.."' 

O•her Ramarks/Ex•lana=ion- Conc...:t.cte on ctch, pier, pc.•apet w•L.•_.L.• 
dc•,•o•,•cuted, •.•t•cuZ•Z, y g,n, up-...) •ecm ,si4e 

Na=ure/Degree of any des•ruc=ive •hrea•s: 

Reference ms•erlals an/ contemporary pho•ms/illustra•Ions with •heir res9ec=ive loca=ious" 

Recorder: P. A. C. S?ero 
Da•e" J'•.! 19 81 
Affili•'o•: (/.H• •' T.R.C. 



A-12 

Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans'___•2 ;length overall" 
Span types" 
(i) •vtch length" .67' 
(2) •rch length" 67' 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5)_ length" 
(6) .length" 

.. 

No. of lanes" [. Roadway width" 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
•la=erial- 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments" Concrete 
Wings" 
Seat:s" 

Superstructure- 
• Stone Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circular Segmental X Other 
Infilling Earth Belles 

B. Slab C. Rigid F•ame 

Spandrel" Open Solid 
Fixed 

None 

D. Beam Type Size No. / Spacing. 
F!oorbeam Type ...Size No./Spacing 

X 
Hinged 

Sketch 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapet:s" So•£d concrete w•h •ormcd line .•tticu•atic, n 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



R-385 

A-13 

SURVEY AND L•ORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Geographic Information AI0"11-16 

His=orical Informa=ion 

Formal desi•na=ion: 
Local •esiEna•io•: 
Designe=" 
Builder" 
Da•e" •q• . _; •asi• f•r" g•.,._(s,.tone...carvino 
Original •wner" N • W RR use: 

His :orical or___Techn.•..!o•i.c.,al Si•if ics•ce 

X 

X 

Unique/Unusual in i•s •ime" AshZ•,t_.m•-•onr•.t ••ah ¢•tcul•t bc.•<rel ¢•.tch underpa..•s. 

Typical axampla of i=s •ime and a common survivor- 

-Win• walls _he_@v,•,•j,,bu•,.t,,t6ssed w•.d% m•sonry bu•tr¢• pr..c.,•eo•ng •,jrbm •o.•a•e o't[ 
wi•. w•. 

-No s c(mme.•., :•.e,, _there Z5 no •ach on otlrer Oank of .•ver. 
-Det•os•te • •,on•ez-e c•si•fl O[t,•h and •L•er, .se•, addea, .e•te:r 

Na•ure/Dagrae of amy destruc=Ive =hrea=s: 

Refaranca materials a• cou•amporaz7 pho•os/illus•ra•ions wi=h •heir raspec•ive !oca=ions" 



A-14 

Des_ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

of spans'•;length overall" 
Span types" 
(i) A•ch length" •4'-0". 
(2) length'..,. 
(3) length" 

,. (4) length" 
(5) .; length" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width: ,!.0'-0:' 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers 

Superstructure" 
•a_ Stone X Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circula• X Segment-al Other 
Infilling" Earth Ballas t• 

B.-- Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Ab u tment s 
Wings. 
Seats" 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

Solid X 
Fixed Hinged_.___ 

D. Beam Type- Size Floorbea• Type Size- 
No. / Spacing 
No ../Spacing,, 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation 

I•22" 
(typ. 

Sec tion A-A 

-Arch ba2•e?•Z • 
-Co•• •e 22" 

13'-I" lone 



R-383 

SUEVEY AND INVENTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoKraphlc Information 

State: Virsinia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: 
County: Washington 
City/Town: 

No. 
No. 95 

A9.30-33 

A-15 

Historical Information 

Formal desiEna•ion: 
Local designation: 
Designer 
Builder: 
Da ca: basis- for 0rt•nai 

owner: ; use: 
'Ve•c•• 

Present •.e-" _V.•,.g & T. --" use: Vo.•e•• 

Historical .o_r .Tec_hno!oEical..SiEni.f.icsn. ce 
Unique/Unusual in i•8 •ime: Huge, boulder sized cut stone brid,.qe/culvert w•th 
_single huge lintel as roadbed, 
Rare survivor though of s•andard desiEn: 
Typi•alexam'pie o£ i•s 't• and'a "•0mmon survivor: 

Road is carried on lintels which are approximatel• 8' lo'n 9 across this 

Nature/Desree of any des•ruc•ive •hrea•s: 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrations with •heir respective locations: 



Dens i•n Information 

Compass orientation of axis: Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans: 7._•___;length overall: 
Span types 
(I) •eam length: 7'-6" 

... (2) length: 
... (3) length: 

(4) length: 
(5) length: 
(6) length: 

No. of lanes" Roadway width:.•',0': 

Structural Information 

Substructure: 
Material: 
Foundations" 
Piers: 

Abu tmen 
Wings: 
Seats 

Superstructure- 
Y•terial" Stone X Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barrel Ribs (no.) 

Circular Segmen•'al Other 
Infilllng" Earth- Ballast 

Hug e mas o nry 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

Solid 
Fixed Hinged 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Do Beam Type Size 
Floo rbeam_.___ Type _Size 

Reinforcing System" 

No. / Spacing, 
No. / Spacing 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

goes thru 21 '-4" 



A'I 7 

.R.383 

SURVEY AND I••ORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Pho=o Numbers 

8"8- 8"19 

Ris=orlcal Infarma=ion 

Formal deslgnanion: 
Local designa=ion: 
Des iguer: 
Builder: 

'Main Str.•, "e..t. Bridge 
Daniel •. Lut_en 

bas:L• foe: Plans 

Prese• ,,- ; usa: VehicuZ• 

His=or±eel or TechnoloEical S•Enlficance 

X Sinale svOp• 3 r.ibbed .•am•.ntaZ annk .•,•;t•_nn•n 

survivor-•hough of. s•andard deslxn" 

,xa :e 'azm 
a 

,.a. •air._same, desi,an, • the •nters•tion: ,a "g" int•n.•.•+.•• •f .•÷_•.• •.• •nd 
1308. Bridq_e g,n, •2•. ,in •ppalachia d•sign•_d_ 7•,•;•.h. .b•_.•_, •nT•_• _far a77, 
b.ridqe• in • •et. 
-I,n,n,,@,r •arapet_ wgll re•d•7.•.•: wi•h mpd•__•n •••. 7 

•aferanca. ma=a•iala, and con••orar7 phc•os/illus•ranions wi=h •heir reegec=tve locations 

Recorder: P. A. C. Spero 

•fii±a•io•: VHCTRC 



Des.lEt Information 

Compass orientation of axis: Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans: 1 _; length overall: 
Span types: 
(I) A•ch length: 96' 
(2). ; length: 
(3) ; lensth: 
(4) length: 
(5) ; length" 
(6) ; l•g•h" 

Decorative posts on north side of bridge 

No. of lanes" 2 Koadway width: 

Structural Information 

Substructure: 
Material: 
Foundation•: 
Piers" 

Abut:menU s Concrete 
Win•s" ,' Concrete 
Seats 

Superstructure: 
Material Stone Concrete X 

Configuration" 
Arch X Barrel KiSs(no.) 3._.•__; Spandrel" Open,, X Solid 
Circular Segmental X Other Fixed 
•Infillin•: Earth Ballast None_.____ 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam Type Size 
Floorbeam Type Size 

Reinforcing System:: 

No. / Spacl=z 
No. / Spacing, 

Parapets: 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

• 96' • 



K-383 

SUKVEI AND INVENTORY FORM CON•TE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoEr, aphlc Informa, nion,. 

Historical Informa=ion 

Local desIgna=ion: 
DesiEne:: 
Builder: 
Da=e: I•2• 
Original owner 

•,",epo_t street Brid,g• 
Daniel B. Luten 

Photo Numbers: 

8:.8 - 8"19 

VDH&T ;- usa: _..Vehicular 

.H•s.:o:ical or, •,%c•h•,.plo•ica• Si•nlficance 

X 

X 

Unique/Unusual in i:s :•m•: 3 ribbed_ open_.s•andrel seamental .a_rah -.usualIq 
2 ribs ,on this de, s,i.g n .... 
Rare su:vivor :hough of suandard 'de•iEn: 

which rests on small po, gt. •s angled away from bridge. 
-This bridae ..aDd the Route 23 bridae,, •,or• an. interseatina_ pair o,• bridg•.s 
whigh sevara•g,Route 23 and Rou2e 1o708 

-Inner p_arapet wal'l remodeled, modern guardrail 
._..Na=U:•_/De•=•. of.. any da•'•ctlve :••:•: 

R•corde: P., A. Spero, 
Da=e: ,,Julw 1981... _, 
Af filia:-iou: VH&TRC 



Des.i•n Information 

Compass orientation of axis: 
,. Architectural or decorative features" 

Decorative parapet wall 

No. of lanes" 2 Roadway width :2,• '-I '.' 

S=ructural Information 

Substructure .'. 
Material: Abutment s Concrete 
Foundations: Wings: Concrete 
Piers: Seats: 

Superstructure 
Material: Stone Concrete X._X____. 
Configuration: 

A. Arch I Barrel KiSs (no.) • Spandrel: 0pen__•.__ Solid. 
Circular Segmental X Other Fixed. 
Infillins" Earth Ballast None 

Hinged 

B. Slab C. Ei•Id Frame 

De Beam Type. Size No. / Spacin8 
Floorbeam TYpe Size No. / Spacin• 

Keinforclng System:: 

Sketch 

Parapets: 

Side Elevation Section A'A 

76' 



SUKVEY AND •"7•0KY FORM CONCEZTE & STONE BKIDGES 

Geographi.c Informaulon 

S•a•a" Vlr•Inia 
Va. De•. of Highways Dis•ri¢=- B•L•tol No. 
County: Wythe ; No. 9•, 
Ci•y/To•: 
•r•e•/•oa• •- Ro•e 671 
River/S•.re•/••road (crossing) C•ipple Creek 
UTM/KGS Coordinates: 

A12"2-4 

Hisuorical Informa=iou 

Formal designation: 

Deserter" Luten B•d•e Comvan•.( 
Builder" Knoxv.•e, Tenn•ss ee C2e•.•k..5 bur•.,. We•st_ v.¢ag.d•.ia 
Da•e: ] 9 30 basis for Bride 
or•g•l •r: S•ee•c,a•__•Z.•Z.•• use: 

•e•cc_ular use" 

His=oriel! or Tec•hneloEIcal Si•ifica•ce 
Unlque/Uuuaua! in i=s =ime" 

-Rare surv'Ivor =hough of s 
•=a•dard design: 

Na=ure/Degree of any des=ruc=iva =hrea=s: 

Reference m•=erials an• cuuzemporary pho=os/il!us=ra=i•ns-•izh their respeczive iocazious. 



A-22 
r• 

Design Info,,rmat ion 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" _;length overall" 4•'-• "•' 
Span types" 
(i) A•o_h leng=h" •'., 

_. 

(2) ..; length'. 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) lang=h" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width:•f'-5 '•. 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Y•erial Abutments" Cencre£e 
Foundations" Wings" Concrete 
Piers" Seat:s 

Superstructure" 
•ia=erial" Stone Conere•_e X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel Ribs(no.) f Spandrel" Open• Solid__• 

Circular Segmental Other Fixed Hinged 
Infilling" Ear=h Ballast None 

B. Slab ,.-. C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam Type- Size No. /Spac •ng• 
Floorbeam Type. Size-_ No./Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" Concret,e,, post an,d ra2• 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



A-23 

SURVEY AND INVLNTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Geosraphl= Informa=io n 

S=a=e: Virginia 
Va. Dep=. of Highways Dis•ric=: 
C•um =y: W•the 
Ci=y/Towu: 

BrL•tol No. 
No. 98 

•==ee=/Roai: Route 6 80 
River/S =ream/Railroad (crossing) 
UTM/KGS Coordlna=as: 

cre.e  

A11"33-36 

His=oriaal 

Formal desIgna=iou" 
Local desi•aation: 
DesiSne=" Luten Bri-dq_e Co•'a•, YJri, Pen•s•Zvai<a; ?•?:oxvi•e le•n6ss.ee 
Builder" 

g•, Vehicul•% 

His.=Orlcal o r Technol•Ica! Si•nificauce 

Unique/Unusual in izm cime" 

2 •bs. 
•=ar •rks i •la• =ion: 

Nature/Degree of any destruc=Iv• •hrea•s" 

Reference ms•erlals and couzam•orary pho•os/illusnra•i•ns wi=h their rmsgec=ive loca=ious- 

Recorder- 
Dana" 
Affilia=ion: 

P. A. C. S Fero .. ]•u 1981 
N.H. 5 T. R. C. 



A-24 

Desist Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" 
Span types'- 
(1) Arch 
(2) Arch 
(3) 
(4) 
(5)_, 
(6) 

2 ;length overall" 

length" 58' 
length'..., 58' 
,length" 

,; length" 
length' 
length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width: 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Material" Abutments" 
Foundations Wings ". 

Piers'. Seats" 

Concrete 

Superstruc=ure" 
M•a•.er "- Concrete X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel Ribs (no.) f Spandrel" O•en 

Circular Segmental X Other 
Infilling" Earth B•llas't None 

Co• Rigid Frame 

Solid 
Fixed 

x 
Hinged 

D. Beam. Type Size No. / Spacing 
Floorbeam Type Size No. / Spacing 

Reinforc_ng System" 

Parapets-,.LConcreZe post and r,•l 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

58' • • 
• 

58' 



A-25 





SURVEY .•D INVENTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

G•oBraphi= Information 

$=s=e" Virglni• 
Va. Dept. of Highways District: •c•m No. • 
County" •_•d,,,'.c,'• No. 9 
City/To•: •eg•,Q•d 
RiverlS•re•l••roa• (crossing) N • W RR 
U•/KGS Coord•=es: 

A-27 

A15.1-6 

Historical InformatiOn 

Formal designation: 
Local designa:iou 
Designer : 
Builder" 

Orlgi=al owner- 

basis for 

His.=orical or TechnoloEical Si.•nlficance 

X 

Unique/Unusual in i=s time- 

Rare' survivor =houi• of s=an'dard deslg•: __Ea.•est i•.•,ie'-scaie_cf.,•c.re•e-'•..•d•e. 
Sinal_e span ,cZ•cc•ar b•rgl. 

CC••O n U6'CC5.5 
and l•aqe keFstone and m•sonr•-cow•se•,. •" " , 
-P•ape•5 fo•ed Zo ioo• •ke post and ,•6s. 
ZRoad' and 'b•v•g i••secZ each o,•-ter, i.e., roaa d.•osses on •a•el • an 

a, nFle. 

Nature/Degree of any destructive •hreats" 

Reference msterials an• contemporary photos/illustrations with their respective locations" 

Recorder" P.A.C. Spero 
DaCe: 3u/•','l 9 • 
Affilia=i•: V.•. • T.•'.'C'. 



Des•i gn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

of spans" ..;leng=h overall" 
Span types" 
(i) length" 
(2) length" 
(3) length" 
(4) lengt.h" 
(5) length: 
(6) ; length" 

No. of lanes" Z. Roadway width'. 

Structural Information 

Subs=ructure" 
Material- 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments" 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Concrete 

Superstructure" 
i•ia• erial Stone Concrete X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circular X Segmental Other 
Inf£11ing" Ear=h Ballast 

Spandrel' Open 

None 

Solid i• 
Fixed• Hinged 

B. Slab C. Rigid. Frame 

D. Beam Type 
Floorbeam Type 

Size 
Size 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" ._Solid concrete, 
simple liq htpos ts •t en• 

articulated; •ormed to look .?_%ke,,•o.• and raig•, 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



•-393 

SUKVEY A•ND INVENTORY FORM- CONCAETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Geographic Infprma 

A--291 

A14.32-36 

His=orlcal Informa=ion 

Hisuorical or T_g.chno.llo•ical Si•aifica•ce. 

Unique/Unusual in ins •tme: 

X hre SUrvIivo: •hough of standard design: 
und•p•s,i •h and wide •!gle•ance. 
T•ical e•ple of i•s t•e •d a co.on su•ivor- 

Jte•_a• .•_i_ • _f•O •nt o • ]• .tYuctu• e o • /_• oi&•h #id.e. 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats- 

Reference ma=erlala an• contemporary pho•os/illus•ra•ions wi=h their raspec=ive loca=±ons: 

Recorder" P• A. C. Sp•ro 
Da •:e: Au• • t 19 8 
Affilla=io•: V.{4 • T.R.C. 



Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Archi=ectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" 
Span types" 
(•) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

Arc• 

;length overall-•. 

length" •0' 
length" 
length" 

.,; length', 
; length" 

,. length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width 

Structural Information 

Substructure 
•h•=erial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Superstructure" 
•.:a•eriai Stone 

Abutments" Concrete 
Wings- •6ncrete and stone "on s'o•h 
=•'. Concre£e c•.n•, y,, on..ng•h •ide. 

Concre•_e X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barrel X Ribs (no.) Spandrel- Open 

Circular • Segmental Other 
Infilling" Earth Ballast None 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Solid X •'ixed Hinged 

D. Beam,. Type Size No./Spacing 
Floorheam Type Size No.. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



SUKV•-T •ND IhW•.NTORY FOKM- CONCI•TE & STOh• BRIDGES 

Geographi.c Informa=iom 

Scare'. Virginia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District- Sa.f•m No..., ? 

Ci=7/To•" B•c•aga• 
River/S=r•/••road (erossing): ,• g W • 
U•/KGS Coordinates- 

A-31 

A13"29-32 

Historical Informa•iom 

Formal desiEnation: 
Local 4asia.anion: 
Designer- 
Builder" 

Origi•a! owner- N • W RR use: 
Present •_-•ner v •e" 

HiS ==r_ical Or Tecbmo..!gZ!ca! ,Si_•nificanCe 

Unique/Unusual in its Clme" 

Rare ,survivor =h0hgh of sl:anda-rd design: •7..t. one.-.mc/.so•v•cu, rai.O;oad "'-•.•-•-••5 

T•ical e•pZe of' 'i•s t•e •d 
a 
c•on su•ivor: 

r• t o f s Z•ucture 
Vo•s oL• an• • cap :5•o,",n,.•s ,•e d•L• :•,•.•nt.•te• from. 

Nature/Degree of any destruct±re •hrea•s: 

Referents maceria!s and cou=amporary pho=ms/illustra=ious with their respective !ocazloua- 

Recorder" P. A. C.. Spero 
Da=•" Au•• 1981 
Af f ilia=i•n V. H e.;" T' R' C'. 



A-32 
• • 

Des_ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" ;length overall" 
Span types". 
(I) Arch., length" 20' 
(2) length" 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
•lateriai" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Superstructure" 
Ma•eriai- Stone 

B• 

X Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circular X Segmental Other 
Infiiling" Earth Ballast 

Slab C. Rigid Frame 

AbuTments 
Wings" 
Seats 

Stone 
Stone 

Spandrel" Open• 

None 

Solid 
Fixed 

D. Beam Type Size.. 
Fioorbeam Type Size 

No. /Spac ing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

20' 
-a 

B•rel •b• 80' long 



•-383 

SL•VEY A•ND INVENTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoBraphic I .n. fo.rma=io n 

Va. Dept. of Highways Dis•ri¢=. 
CounuT" Erank•n 
Ci=y/To• :• •OCk•'•%•OU• 
5•:ee•/••- Ro•e 2•0 

Pi• River 

A-33 

A13.24-27 

His=orical Informa:iou 

Formal designation: 
Local desi•na=ion- 
Des•ner 
Builder" 

Ortgt•l ••r" _•i.•c•i•,•da S•ce •Zqhwctt• Comm. use: 
•e•e• 

V e•rcular 
• eh.d cul• 

Ei, s:orlcal Or Tac•hnolo.•ical_S,,i•,if,,ica•c,e 
Unique/Unusual in i=s •:tme- 

Kate Survlvor"':houEh of s•andar•"'iesiEn" 
X T•ical example of i•s :im•"an• a co=on surv•vor: 

Na=ure/DeEree of amy des•ruc=ive =hreats" 

2 ,t•bb•d o•en st•.and...c.•l.. 

Reference mg•er±als and contemporary pho=os/illus•ra•ions wi:h •heir respeccive loca:±ong- 

Recorder- P.A.C. Sp•to 
Da =e" -tAu•.[ 9 81 
Affillluion: V. •- •-'" •' •. C 



A-34 

De s_ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" 5 ;length overall" 
Span types" 
(1)•C0n•r ,•/• be• length" 3•' 
(2) Co•,cr•e torch length" 106,' 
(3).,C, oncreCe, beam; length" 34' 
(4) length" 
(5) ; length" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" f Roadway width" 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
•aterial" Abutments". Concr•.•e 
Foundations" Wings" Con, cr, ete 
Piers" Seats" 

Superstructure- 
•erlai" Stone Conc.re•e X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch___•__X Barrel Ribs (no.) f Spandrel" Open X Solid• 

Circular Segmental X 0=her Fixed 
Infilling" Earth Baliast No•e 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame_ 

Hinged 

D. Beam Type Size No. / Spacing 
Floorbeam Type Size No./Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" Concrete •ost and 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



R-3g• 

SURVEY A•ND L\•VLNTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Cou•=y- Mo•gom•y No. 0u 
City/To•" 
S=ree:/koa• Ro•e 723 
River/S:re•/••roa4 (crossing) N g • • 

A-35 

A13"18-20 

•is=orical Information 

Formal desigma=ion: 
Local £eslg•a•±on- 
Designer- 

Origi•l ••r- use: 
D•e•-• •e•" •s•" 

• 

Historical or Tecknolo•ical Si•mlficamce 

Unique/Unuaual in i:s :!me: Hor..s¢•hoe •t.tch" c• sg•nq •ooint •tch turns i•,,,•.•4 
".!•i 

underp•s 
Other •ark•/•la•tl•" •,•[ RR under•asse.5,in •.•o•qome#•. Coug.ty of t•5 
ho,•5 •.shoe m•ch 

•r_• =-- 
•o•c£W meZc• 4•e •.l•.te on t•5, c•ch B•te•s an• Rc,•er• Co•str•tLq,,n Comy•an• 
i906. 

Nauure/Degree of any des:rue=lye threats" 

Referem=• m_•=erlals and cou=emporary pho=os/illustra=Ious wd.:h =heir resgec=Ive loca.zlons- 

Recorder- P., A.. C. S[•ero 
Affilia=Ion: V.). 5 T.R.C. 



A-36 vl •' • 

Des_ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

of spans" ;leng=h overall 
Span types" 
(i) A,te• length" •' 
(2) length" 
(3) _; length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) leng=h" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" f'-0." 

Structural Information 

Substructure 
•terial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments " 

Wings" 
Sea=s" 

Superstructure" 
Material" Stone Concreze X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Circular 

Infilling" 

Barrel X Ribs (no.) 
X Segmental Other 
Ear•h Ballast 

Spandrel" 

None 

B Slab C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam Type 
F!oorbeam Type 

Size 
Size 

Open Solid 
Fixed Hinged 

No. / Spacing, 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforc/m.g Sys=em" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation See=ion A-A 

2" -9" 



•-•83 

SSq•VEY A•ND L-•-VENTOKY FORUM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

G.eoBraphie 

I 

A-37 

A12.29-33 

Historical Informa=iou 

Formal designation: 
Local •eslgna.'.ion- 

•" =•@•.'•.9.5.• •p 
Builder" 

Orlgi•i 
•er" •ub.•n •L,•.•ct,, .; use: 

7e.a'.•t.g_ct,• 
,'•, 

His tgri_cal,, or Technol•gi=al S•n• ,If,i, can, c e 
Unique/Unusual in its =line- 

•• survivor =hough of srmn•ar• design- 
._ 

'_-" 

• Typical example of i•s time and a commou survivor: 2_spa;},. 
spm¢•• a,•,. witho• late,.• bra•n• •:•.•lc! •t 2 ce•_._.e,_•=•g:s.tS). 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference ma=erlals mud c=u=amporary pho=os/illustra=icns with =.heir respec=ive loca=ions- 



Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis" 

No. of spans" ,$ •;length overall'l 
Span =ypes" 
(i) Ar• leng=h" 60.'., 
(2) Arch length" 60' 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) leng=h" 

No. of lanes" 2 Roadway width:19 '-2". 

Structural Information 

Architectural or decorative features" 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations 
Piers" 

Superstructure" 
Concreze X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel Ribs (no. 

Circular Segmental X 0•her 
Infilling" Earth Ballast 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Abutments" 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Concrete 
Concr•e 

Spandrel" Open X Solid 
F ixed 

None 
Hinged 

D. Beam Type 
Fioorbeam Type 

Size 
Size 

No. /Spac ing 
No / Spacin• 

Reinforcing Sys=em' 

Parape=s" Post and r• concr•e 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

60' • 



SUKVEY A•ND LNVLNTOKY FORM CONCP•ETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Geographic Information 

$=aze" Virginia_ 
Va. Dept. of HiEhways Distric=: S,.a2.om No. q 
County" 2a£.c•s ki No. 77 
Clty/To•" 

, S•:eeti•a•- .Route. 755 
River/S:re•/•ilroad (crossing)- N $ Cb • 
U•/KGS Cooralna=es 

A-39 

A12"34,35 
A13"I 

Historical Information 

Formal designation" 
Local 4asiEna:ion: 
Designer" 
Builder" 
Da•.e c. •8•;-• 
Ori•i•l •er" 

'cot: w 
use: 

Hi_s=orlcal or Te.c•n0.1oz!cal .S•_•ulficance 

Unique/Unusual in izs •:ime" 

survivor chough o• s'•nia•d 
c•v•ti'nq road and s•.•e• 

:ficnc,r•e added to ,•6,se rai.•r•,ad b•d in 1928 •orm•.d ..Z•.q cc, 
nc.•e..•.• 

-S.t%emn •ue,•ted in .&ined_ depression. 
•, 

Nature/DeKree of any destructive threats" 

Keferenca m•terlals and contemporary photos/illustrations wizh =heir respective !oca•ious" 



A-40 ! " 

Desisn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" 

No. of spans'___•_7; leng=h overall" f0 '-0•. 
Span =ypes" 
(I) Arch length" 
(2) length" 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) length" 

20'-0" 

Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width', 12'-0:' 

Structural Information 

Substructure: 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments" 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Superstructure- 
i•la•eriai" Stone X Concre•_e X (Concrete added to .,t•5 e •R bed 

Configuration" 
A. Ar ch Barr el X •ib 

s (no.) 
Circular X Segmental Other 
Infilling Earth Ballas't 

Slab C. P•gid Frame. 

D. Beam- Type Size 
Floorbeam Type 

Spandrel" Open So lid X 
F ixed• Hinged 

None 

Size 
No / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

< 20 -0 



SUEV•"I A•ND Ih•VEh•TOKY FO•M CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoEr aphic In/9 

Stake" Vir•ini a 
Va. Dept. of High, ways District" .Salem No. 
County" Roanoke No. 

U•/KGS Coordinates: 

2 

A13"33-36 
A14"I-7 

Historical Information 

ForTal designation" 
Local •esIEna tlon" 
Desi•=er" W,,., •,,. Wi&t•ee, ,(N•;', E•r.,.._ Benjamin, D•v•'• com•u.•tLn•, engineer;, A•brose. W•t 
Build,r" ._•. C. Churc• .Comnan•l,. inc.. 
Da•a: 1927 5asis for: B,•dae pf•.te 
Ori•i•l •gr" Ci..¢y q• Rqangke. and N • .W .• Use: Ve[•cc•% 

Historical or Technolc•Ica! Significance 

Unique/Unusual in its time- 

Rare survivor though of s•an•ard design: 

X Ty?-ical example •'f itS' t•e and a common 
su•i•0r': 

Nature/Degree of any des•ruc=ive threats- 

Reference materials and c•ntemporary pho•s/illustrati•ns wi•h their respective 

Recorder" P.A.C. Spero 
Date" Au•[c,•Z 1981 
Affiliation" •/. H.. •5 T. R C. 



Desisn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

f spans" • ;length overall" o 

Span types" 
(I) Arck,. length" 177' 
(2) Arch length" 177' 
(3) Arch length" 177' 
(4) Arch length',_ 177' 
(5) A•tch length- 177' 
(6), length'.,. 

No. of lanes" 2 Roadway width 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments 
Wings" 
Seats 

Co,•,c•e.•e 

Superstructure" 
Stone uoncze•e X 

Conf igur at ion" 
A. Arch X 

Circular 
Infilling" 

Barrel. Ribs (no.) f Spandrel" 
Segmental X Other 

Earth Baliast None 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Open• X Solid 
Fixed Hinged_____ 

D. Beam Type Size No / Spacing, 
Floorbeam lype Size No./Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" Solid concrete, .({q<•.e,d to look .•..ke •os.• and ,raig.•,, some smooth• %ome rouqh w.f•h, ex•osed,aaara•te. 

Sketch 

Side Elevation (typ.) Section A-A 



A-43 





SURVEY AND •U•-•TORY FORM CONCRETE & STO•E BKIDGES 

Geo •_raphic Information 

S=a=a" V!:•i, ,nia 
Va. Depn. of Highways Dis urlcu" Lynchbu•%n No. 3 
Coun •y C,m• •Z • 

_; No. • 
Ci•y/To•: 
&c:•/•a•- Ro•e. 609 

U•/KGS Coordinates: 

A-45 

A7"30-36 

Historical Informa:iou 

Formal desiEnation: 
Local desIEna=ion 
Designer: 
Builder" 

Orlgi•al owaar 

His:orical .£r Techm0.!oEic.al Sisuificance 

Unique/Unusual in i=a 

•_" 

c...cc•d voc&sio.ts; sbewbac•,• i5, e•.-.cccc•a.-ceu"+'• • • and •our.• abr, v¢ _a..•cn de-te...•.(_o..tr•ed 
T•ical a••la of i:s t•e •d a ¢o•ou su•ivor- 

X O•her •rk•/•la•tlon" Th.65 .• unaerp•ss•Zs-•xt t,, a rock-ouarr•{ a;zd 
have been e•s•.• to b•gd xt ..t;s•2,s lock.on. -A,•'•I• ,•n•'-Z5 'sm'•o.•a cu•t. •ched; ver•.•, rou•h-.,•ace•,,. 

•, 
pro./eatLn• 

-Arch ,tLn• '6s O wide xt ,5 km•'back; n•-•ow.Lna to a•mroximate.•c( 8' at crown. -R•.•oad .•ne Xrom Petersbur• to =•nchbur•, Southside RR co•,.5.t•u•eed ..•_i ,•me 

Nazura/Degree of any des=ructlv• threats: 

Reference ms=erials and ¢on=emporaz7 photos/illus•rations wi=h their respective loca:ious- 

[&ecordez- P: A. C. Spero 



A-46 
• 

,• • 

Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis" 

No. of spans" 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

;leng=h overall" 30' 
Span types" 
(i) leng=h" 
(2) ,.; length" 
(3) leng=h" 

length" 
length" 
length'. 

No. of lanes" Roadway width:i 30 

Structural Information 

Architectural or decorative features" 

Substructure" 
•L•arial. 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments 
Wings" 
Seats 

Superstructure" 
}•=eriai" Stone X Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel X Ribs (no.) Spandrel" Open• Solid 

Circular X Segmental Other Fixed• 
Infilling" Earth Ballast 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame. 

None 
Hin g ed 

D Beam Type_ Size No. / Spacing 
Fioorbeam Type Size No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

30' 
@ S kewback 



SERVEY A•ND Ih•ORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoBr, aphi c Info ..r•a, ,rio= 

S•a=e" Vlrgi=ia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District- 
Court =y" _C•b e• 
Ci=y/To•: 
•:•i••" •c,•,, 7•4 
River/Stre•/••roa• (crossing)-: 
U•/KGS Coord•a=as: 

A3"7-20 
A4"I-13 

Historical Informatiou 

Formal desIEnatlon- 
Local 4eslgna•io•- 

Builder" 
Daue: _i 928 basis for- .gtcaq• •l•e 

Historical o: Techmolo$ical S!..•aif•icam¢ @ 

Uuique/Unuaual •_u Izs time- 

0 =her Remarks / •lamation- 

2 ribbe.d o•,•en s •an,;U.el 

Nature/Degree of any des=ruc=Iv• threats" 

Referenc• ms=oriels an• ¢outamporary photos/illustrations wizh =heir respecuive iota=ions- 

Recorder- P. A. C. S•oero 
Date- 7•£•/ 19 81 
Affilia'ulon: W.H: • T.•.C,- 



Desisn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

of spans" ;length overall" 
Span types" 
(i) ArCh length" 
(2) length" 
(3) .; length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length'. 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutment s" 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Concrete 
concreze 

Superstructure" 
Xateriai" Stone Concrete X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X 

Circular 
Infilling" 

B. Slab 

Barr el Rib s (no.) f., 
Segmental X Other 

Earth Ballast 

C. Rigid F=ame- 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

X Solid 
Fixed Hinged 

Beam Type 
Fioorbeam Type 

Size 
Size 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" Concrete •ost and 

Sketch 

Side Elevation 

•'• 85'- I" 

Section A-A 



R-383 

SURVEY AND INVENTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

No. 
No. 

,,o 

_o 

A-49 

A5:8-10 

Hiscorlcal InformaClou 

Formal designation: 
Local desIEna=ion: 
Des iEner: 
Builder: 
Date: basis for: 

u,,: 
•rasent o'•=,'" V,. D_ H. T. u•e Vehicular 

Historical, or_ TechnoloEical. Si•nif.,ican, ce 

X 

X 

Nature/Degree of any des•ruc=ive =hrea•s: 

Unique/Unusual in i=s time: 

Rare survivor though of s•andard design: Con,c,r,e•.e bar•.el fa. ced with ashl• 
ma• on•u._ mo•__onr• wi.n q w,alls and pa•.ap• ,w•.. 
Typical example of i=s =/me and a common survivor: 

Other Ranmrks/• auatlo:. Ver• attractive small s•a•Zb•.-dq-•;- t••;• 
re.ga,t_Av.• la•_ e 

Ex•gsed reinforc.,•, ent i n barre..1 

Reference ma=erials and contemporary pho=os/illue=ra=ions wi=h =heir respective locations: 
NOTE" Not on compeer inventroy 

Recorder 
Da=e: 
Affiliation: 

P. A. C. S•ero 
July...I 9 81 
V.I-I.. • •.'R.C. 



De,s.ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" 

No. of spans" 
Span types" 
(I) Are• length: 
(2) length" 
(3) length: 
(4),.. length: 
(5).,, length" 
(6).. length" 

.; length overall :•; -6': 

No. of lanes" Roadway width:; 8'-5': 

Structural Information 

Architectural or decorative features" 

Keystone extends to top of parapet wall. 

Substructure: 
Material 
Foundatlons 
Pier s: 

Abutments 
Wings: Stone masonr{/ 
Seats: 

Superstructure" 
•ia•erial" S•one .X Concrete X 
.Configuration: 

A. Arch X Barrel X Ribs(no.) 
Circular X Segment'al Other' 
Infilllng" Earth Ba'liast 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Do Beam Type Size 
Floorbeam______ Type., Size 

Spandrel" Open 

None 
Solid X 

Fixed Hinged 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing Sys=em" 

Parapets" Stone m• o nry 

Sketch 

S id e Eleva t i on Section A-A 

13' 11 



SURVEY A•ND •VLNTOKY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Ge0Bra?,hi.c ..Info ,r,ma, =±gu 

S•ate" Virginia 
Va. De•=. of Nighways Dis=r-i¢=: •ehba• No. 
Coun cy- N•s o n No. 
Ci•y/To•: 
&•=e•c/Koad" Ro• 606 

U•/NGS Coordinates: 

3 
62 

A-51 

A2"6-21 

His=orical Information 

Formal designa=ion- 
Local desigua:ion" 
Designer" 
Builder" 
Da•e" c. IS50 

use" Canc• 

His=orical Or Techno!9zica!...SiEnif..,i..cance 

Unique/Un•ual in i=s =!me- 

X Rare survivor •hough of •ndard desi•: ;•.{i/it 3 )c•ini..• Ri•,er and ,<anc•:'•-•a •.cu..•c.t a•uaduct• e•a•, bt•t t;.•. ..6• •te cn£• one s,.•t.,,et•ed• wi•{{, •.•;"ca.;•e.•. 
,,•. 

e,•.c••.•.',": - Ltd, •'.•,"., 
T•ical •ple of Its t•e •d a co.on su•ivor: 

Na=ure/Degree of any des=rue=lye threa=s" 

Reference ms=aria!a an• con=amporary photos/_l.us=.ations wi=h =heir r•specuive Ioca=Ions- 

NOTE" LLsted in computer inventory as car 37. 



Desisn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Archi=ectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" 2 ;leng=h overall'• 
Span types" 
(I) Arch long=h" 
(2) ArcA length" 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) length'.,, 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 

St:ruct:ural Information 

Substructure" 
•cerial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Supers=ruc=ure" 
!-de=oriel Scone X C._ hereto 

Configuration" 
A. Arch X Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circular Segmental Other 
Infilling" Earth Ballast 

B. Slab C Rigid Frame,. 

Abu=ments" Stone 
W•ngs -, Stone 
Seats" 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

Solid 
Fixed Hinged 

D. Beam Typ e S iz e 

•ioorbeam Type Size 
No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



R-3.83 

SUKVEY AND LNV_L•ZORY FOKM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Geographi= Informatiou 

Sta=a" Virginia 
Va. Dept. of Highways District" l•fuc•u• No. 
¢ou=:y- •.6tt.s ylva•a No. 
Ci:7/To•: Danv•e 

R•e•/S•=e•/•L•o•d •c=o••)" Dan Riv• 

3 

A-53 

A6. I-5 
10, 11 

Nis=ori=al Informa=iou 

Formal designation: 
Local aasi•na ¢i•n" ,•,cccn 

, Deserter- 

Da =e: g 27, 5asis for B,tidq e •.gc•e 
orlgi•l •er- use: 

His:orlcal or Techno!o.Bical Si•nlficance 

Unique/Unusual in i=s •ima: 

open s •2,•,n•_e.• LurCh b,•dges, in..Wi.•.q,•.rJ_•___. 
Typical •xam•le of i•s-•ime and a co•mo• 

survlv•: 
•ara survivor--•houg'h •f s•andard dasIEn: •anvi•e b.tdd•e._6, ccre,on•:( "•'on• •r3an 

O:her R•marks / •lana•ion" 

Na:ure/Degree of any destructive •hrea•s- 

Referanca m_•=arlala and con•amporary pho•os/il.ustra•ions with •helr resgec•ive loca•ious 

Recor der 
Da 
Af • ilia': 

P. A. C. S,•ero 3u•f 19 81 
• t•' 5 T.R.•, 



A-54 

Design Information 

Compass orien•a=ion of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans'___ 
Span types" 
( • ) Arch 
(2) Arch 
(3) Arch 
(4) Arch 
(5) Arch 
(6) Arch 

No. of lanes" 

length overall •,29 

length" 
length" 
length" 
length" 
length" 
length" 

Roadway width :• 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Fla=erial Abutments" 
Foundations" Wings" 
Piers" Seats" 

Concrete 
•cncrete 

Superstruc=ure" 
.•.• e iai" Suone •cncrene X 

Configuranion" 
A. Arch X Barrel_____ Ribs (no.) q Spandrel: Open • Solid 

Circular Segmen=ai • Other Fixed 
Inf illin g"' '•ar t h • ii as • None 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Hinged 

D. Be•___.__ T•e Size No. / Spacing 
Fioorbeam iype Size No./Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" Bal•,•ade ,concrete type, typical L•c•en detg•Is 

Sketch 

Side Elevazion Center Arch Sec =ion A-A 

x arches same, but 4 s pand•el •ches instead o f 5 



SURVEY A/•D INV•OKY FORM CONCIiETE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoBra.•hi= Info..rma.=.±ou 

A-55 

A6.•9, 20 

His=orical Informa=ion 

use: 

His..,•.qrical or Tachn•!c.•ica! si•n.i•ica•..ce 

Unique/Unusual in i:s time" 

survivor 'though of standard design: 

Nature/Degree of any destructive •hreats" 

Reference materials and contemporary photos/illustrati•ns wizh their respec=ive loca=±ous" 

Recorder- ...P,..A.. C. SFero 
Da=•- J•iy 19 81 
Affiliation: V.H. • T.R.C. 



A-56 • 

i•.• 

Desisn Informat:ion 

Compass orientation of axis" 

of 
Span types" 
(i) leng=h" 
(2) length" 
(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) ; leng=h" 
(6) leng=h: 

spans" 5 ,,.;length overall" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width', 

Archi=ectural or decorative features' 

Structural Informa=ion 

Substructure" 
•terial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abu=ments" C o nc.re£e 
Wing s" C o nc•te 
Seats" 

SuperstrucTure" 
i".•-• • ar ial" Stone Concrete X 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Circii'ar 

Infilling" 

B. Slab 

D• 

Barrel • Ribs (no.) 
Segmen=al X O•her 

Earth Ballast 

C. Rigid .Frame 

Beam Type 
F ioo r b cam 

Size 
Size 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Solid 
• taxed Hin g ed____ 

Reinforcing Sys=em" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 

1915 

12' 



0 z z z z 

A-57 





R-383 

SL•VEY AND .theORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Geographic Information 

S•a•e" Virginia 
Va. Dept. of •i•hways Di.•r±c•" Ri•/•mond No. 
Cou=ty" Brunswick 
City/To•" 
a•ee•/•aa- Ro•e 'g'7 3 

U•/NGS Coord•ates: 

A15.7-I0 

A-59 

Historical Informagiom 

Formal designation: 
Local iesiEna•ion: 

Builder" 
Da•e: "•'9f5 •; basis for: 
Orlgi•l •er" use: 

His•o_rical or_ Techn.,o.l. ogic..al S,i.•niftcance 

Nature/Degree of any destructive threats: 

Reference m_a=erlals an• contemporary photos/il!us•raticns.wi:h their respective locations" 

Recorder" P. A. _..C. Syoero, 
Da•e" Auqu•.t 9 81 



A-60 

Des.isn information 

Compass orientation of axis" 

No. of spans: 
Span types" 
(i) Arch 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

length overall" .3 2 -0." 

length" ,,32 '-0" 
length" 
length" 
length-: 
length" 
length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width "15 -0 ". 

Structural Information 

Architectural or decorative features" 

Substru¢ture" 
Material" C o•cr ,e..•e 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments Concrete 
Wings" ¢oncret• 
Seat:s 

Superstructure" 
Material" Stone 

Configuration" 
A. Arch 

Circular 
Infilling" 

B. Slab- 

Concrete 

Barrel X Ribs (no.) 
Segmental .• Other 

Earth .Ballast 

C' Rigid Frame 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

So lid 
Fixed H_inged 

D. Beam Type S iz e 
•loozbea= iype Size 

No / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" SogLd conc.¢ete wf•th t•.•pical Lu£en •ane£ cc.•t.•cuZc•tLon 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



S%q•V•Y AND LNV-LNTOKY FO•M CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

Information A16.07 

A-61 

Formal designation: 
Local 4esIEna=ion: 
Des i•.ner 
Builder 
Da•e: 19 •6 .; b•sis for 
Orlgi•al use 

Dm 
•'• V •L•L-L 

", • if Hisuorlcal .or •echnolo•.cal Sign icance 

Nature/Degree of any de-structlva threats: 

Referenca materials and con=amporary pho=os/illustratlous with their respecuive !oca=ious- 

Recorder" P A C S•e.lo 
De=e: Au•u6t 1981 
Affiliaulon: V. ff. 8 T.R.C. 



A-62 

De_sign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

of spans" • ;length overall 
Span types'. 
(I) ,,Concr•,e Trbe•m length" 
(2)• Th_ru, .,arch_ length" 
(3), Concr,,•, e T-beam length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 

Structural Information 

Substructure 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Concr•e Abutmen• s 
Wings" 
Seats" 

C, qncre.te 
Concrete 

Superstructure: 
•.ia=er-iai" Stone 

Configuration: 
A. Arch X 

Circular 
Infil!ing" 

Concrete 

Barrel Ribs (no.) 
• 
• 

Segmental • Other 
Earth B•ila• • 

•; Spandre''z 

None 

Open Solid 
Fixed Hinged 

B. Slab C. Rigid. Frame 

D. Be•_______ Type 
= loorbea,m T• •e 

Size No /Spacing. 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System 

Parapets" Concrete post and r•.g 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



R-3•3 

SUKVEY AND INVLNTOKY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

S•a•m: Vir•±nia 
Va. Dept. of HiEhways Dis•rlc=- ,•ichmond No. 4 
County: Henrico No. 4 5 
Ci=y/Towm: 
&•e•/R•aa;. RO•e ;, -f •n• creek Wayside 
River/S•re•/••road (crossing) F•_.£.• Cre•.k 
U•/KGS Coord•a=es- 

A16"29-34 

A-6 3 

Eistorlaal Information 

His•orlca! oz" Tachno!Og±cal,.Si,•n,.$fic..ance 

X 

Na=ure/Degree of amy destructive threats- 

Unique/Unusual l• i.:s cime- 

•••_ •c•}•s_- ,..•,•n•Z•e •,•@e. "., 
T•i•al a•ple of i•s •e •d a co.on su•ivor- 

O•her •rk•/•laua•ion 
-Agproach•-5, are anaeled, c,• to 47' 6"" •oadbod 

iron b•t •o.g•ed above •tche_.s ex..•en&s above-botl• arche.5• 
,.e• co.•d be o£•Cc• ;•+•er, 

.• 

Kaference m•erlals and ¢onz.emporary pho=os/illus•ra•Ions wizh •,heir respec=ive loca:±ans" 

Kecor•er: P. A. C. Spero 
Da=e- Au•s• 1981 
Affilia=i•n: V. •. • T.R.C. 



A-64 

Design Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features 

of spans" 
Span types'. 
(•) Arch 
(2) Arc ' 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

length overall" 134'-0" 

length: 
length: 
length: 
length: 
length: 
length: 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 20,'-,6'.' 

Structural Informat ion 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutmenz•s 
Wings 
Seats 

Superstructure" 
•-ia•erial Scone 

Configuration" 
A. Arch 

Circular 
Infilling" 

B. Slab 

X Conarete 

Barrel X Ribs(no.) 
X Segmental Other 
Earth x Ballast 

C Rigid Frame 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

Solid 
Fixed Hinged 

D. Beam Type 
Floo rb"e'am Type 

Size 
Size 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spaeimg 

Reinforcing System" 

Parape=s" M•sonrtt w•,g with large copinq ,stones 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section A-A 



SLq•VEY A•ND Ih•VL-NTOKY FO•M CONCRETE & STOGIE BRIDGES 

Geographi= Information 

S•a=e" Virginia 
Va. Dept. of Highways Dis=ri¢•" Richmond 
Coun •y- _h'e•n•__'C0__ 

a•ee•l•oa•- Ro•e 360, 14th SZ•e•t 
Rive•/Stre•/••r•aa (crossing) J•m• River 
U•/NGS Coordinates- 

No. 43 

A16.15-24 

A-6 5 

Hisuorical Information 

Historical or Tachnol•.•ical Si•uificanC_ e ., 

Unique/Unusual in i:s •ime: 

Rare survivor =houEh' of s•andard desiEn" E=*•,f .•_ong s'#an concrete 
Seqme•ag arche.5 •te •,' P T•ical e•p!e of. i•s t•e. •d a co•ou su•ivor: 

0 =her Kamarks / Exp lane clou" b,•dge-o• relatively e•,•/ dc•-•e:, 
"'dmigrnaZ s•ru•t•-te •c-h .t;-[•b•, cross,•n•_, ,erected b•.t John May_o, Oc..•ober. 26: 

Na=ure/Degrae of any desCruc=ive threats: 

1788, 

Reference materials an• contemporary pho•os/illus•rations wi=h •heir r-.spec•ive locations- 

Recorder 
Dace" 
Affilia=ion: 

P. A. C. Speto 
A•,gm5£ 19 • 
V.R. • T.• C. 



A-66 

Des_ign Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" 7• ;length overall" 
Span types" 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

length" 
length" 
length" 

,; length" 
._; length" 

length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
Material" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abutments 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Superstruc=ure" 
•ianeriai" S•cne Concrete X 

Configuration 
A. Arch Barrel, )< Ribs (no.)__.___; Spandrel" Circular '__ Segmental X Other 

Infilling" Earth Ballast None 

Open Solid X 
Fixed Hinged 

B. Slab_ C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam Type 
Floorheam Type Size No./Spacing 

Size No. / Spacing. 

Reinforcing System'- 

Parapets" So.Ci_d cc,•-•are.te .•.ith .E,a.t.t.L.e.e. and 

Sketch 



.=Io o.=., U.l .•,.• 
•iI u=-,-, i_,,,,-,, o 

I-- 0 0 0 

d• 

A-67 





•-383 

SLI•VEY .%•TO LN•NTORY ;0P•M CON•RETZ & STONE BRIDGZS 

Ge o • r a? hic ,,inf o z-am :iom. A16"11, 12 

A-69 

His_==rica ! 9r 

Na=ure/Degr. ae of a•y das=ruc=Ivs =hrza=s: 

Rec=rder" P.A.C. S•oero 
Da•a" Auq •o$t 19 81 
•±z•_•=•'==- u. n'. • T". •. c. 



A-70 

Des i •o-n. Information 

Compass orien=a=ion of axis" 'Archizac=ural or decora=ive features" 

No. of spans" ;leng=h overall 
Span types'. 
(i) Arch fang=h" 
(2) leng=h" 
(3) leng=h" 
(4) leng=h: 
(5) length" 
(6) ,; length" 

No. of lanes" .; Roadway wid=h: 

16' 

S•ruc•ura! Inf o •--aa=ion 

Subs=ructure 
Material" 
Founda =ions 
Piers" 

Ab u =men 
Wings" 
Sears" 

Supers •ruc•ure" 
M.a•erial" Stone Concrene X 

Barrel .• Ribs(no.) Spandrel" Open 
Configure=ion" 

A. Arch Circ•iar X Se=•men=al 
infi!ling" Ear=h Ba!!as= 

B. •-. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

D Be• Type Size 
Floorbeam Type Size 

Other 

No./Sp ac •n g 
No. / Spacing 

So lid 
Fixed l•qinged 

Reinfor aing Sys=em" 

Parape=s" 

Sketch 

Side Eleva=ion Section 

12' -9" 

i 

B•r• is 38' long 



S A P E A 





K-383 

SURVEY .%•ND •V-•ZOKY FOEM CDN•XETE & STONE BKIDGKS 

Geo•r.a?hie Infor=az,ig.,= 

Pho=o NumSers 

A-73 

Local /esig•a=ion: 
Designer: 
Builder" 
Da=a" 1905•, 
0ri•i•i ••r" 

His==.ri=a! or Te.ch•.q!o•ical 

Uniqua/Unuaual in izs =line- 

survivor =hough of S'•a=d•'i design- 
e•d•st concrete b.•tdd•e swiveled. •i=a ••g 'o• •=•" ••. =• 

• 
"'•=••',•••:- 

Rafaranca ma=arials an• cun=amg, orary pho=ms/illus=ra=ions "•i:h =h•.. raspec=ive Ioca•_Ious 

Recor4er: ? %, C 



A-74 

Des. isn Information 

Compass orien=ation of axis" Archi=ec=ural or decora=ive fea=ures" 

•o. o= spans" 
Span •ypes 

f ;leng=h overall" f•'Tf:' 

(I) Arch leng=h" I0 '- 7" 
(2) Arch _; length" I0'-7" 
(3) fang=h" 

. (4) lang=h" 
(5) fang=h" 
(6) length" 

No. of lanes" Roadwa• wid=h: 

Structural Information 

Subs=ruc•ure: 
M.a= erial 
Founda=ions" 
Piers" 

Abu=men=s" 
WLugs" 
Sea=s" 

'•oncrete 

Supers=ruc=ura" 
M•a•arial" Stone 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barrel v Ribs (no.) 

Circu!a---• X Segmen=-al O•he• 
Inf illing" Ear=h Belles = 

Spandrel" Open 

'None 
Solid 

Fixed i•in g ed 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam T}•pe Size Floorbia• Type,. Size 
No. I Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing System 

Parape=s" 

Sketch 

Side Elevation Section i-i 

/\ 







11-383 

SLLKV&•/ A•ND LNVLNTOKY FO• • CON•TZ & STONE BKIDGZS 

G_eo•raphia Informa:ic• 

Ph• =o NumSers" 

A18"26-29 

A-77 

For=al dasignaUiou" 
Local 4esi•_a•i•u: 
Des•na=" 

Orlgi• •sr'" ;•use: 

Sis ==ri, ca_l Or_ Tech=c !• •Icm! Si_•, • laanCe 

Uniqua/Unusual in i=s 

Na=ur•/Da•r• of •y dastz'•ctlv• •hreats" 

Raco:•ar- P. A. C. S•oero 
Da=a: Selo;tember 9 81 
Af•i•.ianio= V.H. • T.R.C. 



Desi• ,n Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" ,,,;!eng=h overall' 
,. Span types" 

(i) All.c6 length" $'-0" 
_. (2) length" 

(3) length" 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 

,.. 
(6) ; length" 

No. of lanes" ,,; Roadway width 

S •ructura! information 

Substructure: 
MaTerial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Wings" 
Seats" 

Superstructure: 
M•at erie! S•one X__•___ Concrete 

Configure=ion" 
A. Arch Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circular X Se==men=a! Other Infillin•'" Earth 

Spandrel" Open_______ So lid 
Fixed 

None 
Hinged____ 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame 

D. Beam Type Size 
Floorbeam Type Size. 

No./Spacing 
No. / Spac/_ng 

Reinforcing System" 

Sketch 

Parapets" 

Side Elevation Sac=ion A-A 



R-383 

SL•.VEY .•ND •TVLNTORY FORM CONCLETE & STONE BR•GES 

A-79 

Pho=o Numbers" 
• 

"• • 

A19"I, 2 

'USe 
i,- us•" 

"•e;%dcular 

._..s=•rlcal or Tachnu!ugical Si•=•igance 

Uniqua/U=uaua! • i=a =ime- 

X, •Rar• survivor =hough o: auandard d•sign" "• "-,, 
• 

in Stc•e. 

Arch. i• in •o'od •Ion'&•ition 

Na=ur•/Degra• of a•y das•:-.ac=Iv• •hrea=a" 

R•cor•e:- P. A. C. Spero 
Da=m: S'e•tember ? 8 
Affi!ia=io=: V.H. S T.R.C. 



Desi•n info •-ma=ion 

Compass orientation of axis" Architee=ural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" 
Span types" 

;!eng=h overall" 
,.. 

(i) Ar.ch leng=h" 
(2) !ang=h" 
(3) fang=h" 
(4) ; leng=h" 
(5) leng=h" 
(6) leng=h" 

No. of lanes" f Roadway wid=h" 

-S=ru¢tural informa=ion 

Substructure: 
M•a= erial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Supers=rue=ure" 
M.a=erial" S=one 

Confi==ura=ion 
A.. Ar=h 

Circular 
Infilling" Ear=h 

Barrel X Ribs (no.) 
X Segmental Other Baflas= 

Spandrel" Open So lid 
Fixed 

B. Slab C. Rigid Frame. 

D. Beam 
Floorbeam 

Type Size No. / Spacing 
Size No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing Sys=em'" 

Ska=ch 

Parapets Solid brick m•o•, con••e capstone across toi... 

Side Elevation Sec=ion 



•-383 

S•--•VEY. .•ND •ORY FORAM CON•iETE & STONE BRIDGES 

P.ho=o Numbers 

A18"32-35 

A-81 

For•_a! 
Local •as±g•=Ion: 

Builder" 
Da•a" 5as• for: 

Pr ese•= o-•er: usa" VeP•icu£,• 

Da =a: 



A-82 

Des i=•n Information 

Compass orien•a=ion of axis" 

No. of spans" 
Span uypes 

•; length overall 

(i) Arch lang•h" 
(2) Arch lang•h" 
(3) Arch length" 
(4) Arch length" 
(5) A•Ch length" 
(6) length" 

13' 
fO' 
fO' 

No. of lanes" .; Roadway width" 

S•ruc•ura! Information 

Architectural or dacora=ive features" 

Substructure" 
•£a t erial 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abu•mem•s 
Wings" 
Sea•.s" 

Supers=ruc=ure" 
M.a.t erda!: S 

Configuration" 
A.. Arch X 

Circular 
infil!ing" Ear=h 

Coucre•e•X 

Barrel__ Ribs(no.) 2. Spandrel" Open Solid 
X Se=•men•al O•her Fixed 

B. Slab 

D. Beam 
Floorbeam 

C. Rigid Frame 

Size No. / Spacing 
Type Size No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing Sys=em" 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Sida Eleva=ion 

Hinged 



R-383 

SURVi• A•D ••ORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGZS 

Geo•ra,•hic la, f..o .r•_a=•qU A79.17, 7f 

A-83 

Local dasi•.a.'.io•: 

Builder" 

His==rlcal or,re•.•.m..o!gzica! Si%ui•.•J•ca•. ce 

X 

Uniqu•/U=•ual i= izs =ime" 

Na•ure/Degrae of any •es•ruc•Iv• 

Refmranca ma=aria!s an/ cmn•amporary pho•nsli!lus•r•i•ns ,•i=h l:..i:•ir ras;ec•ive 



A-84 

D_e s i Sn Informa=ion 

Compass orientation of axis" Archi=e¢=ural or de¢ora=ive fea=ures' 

of spans" 
Span types" 
(1) •rch 
(z) 
(•) 
(4) 

;leng=h overall" 18'-0': 

leng=h" 
leng=h 
length 
lang=h" 
length" 
lang=h 

I_ 8 

No. of lanes" Roadway width: 12'-,,5.': 

Structural Informa=ion 

Subs=ruc•ure 
Ma=arial" 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

Abu=ment s 

,.. 
Wings" M• onr,•,•, 
Sea=s" 

Supers=•ac=ure" 
Ma=erial" Stone Concrete 

Configura=ion" 
A. Arch 

Circular 
Infilling" 

B. Slab 

D. Beam 
Floorheam 

Barrel X Ribs (no.) ; Spandrel" Open 
Se==men=ai O•her 

Ear=h Ballast None 

C. Rigid Frame 

Solid 
Fixed H/•.g ed 

Type Size No" / Spacing, 
Type Size No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing Sys=em:: 

Parape=s" So.&td m•.• onry 

Side Eleva•ion Sec=ion 



?.-383 

SL'RVEZ -%/•D L'Cv'L-TfOKY FOF• CON•--•ETZ & STONE B•7.DGZS 

Pho to NumSers" 

AI.12-20 
A2"I 

Form•! 
Local 
De siguer 
Builder: 
Da=a" 1926 

Prasen• 
-_.. 

des,cg n 

B;tid•, e Ql,•.te .,%•a• 
r"-,•..cgC S C,,cee• 
Venable5 Road 
•.,• C•tgbe.g•'.s Srcd• e 
1926 

-5 '•ch •b•-•.•',• • ..s,tec• I-b•Je•"'•n b•,•'een ,,tdbs, "•-be•s anchored i•.to abu•,•e•st 
Na:ura/De•ree of auy des•ac.=iva :hrea:s- 



D,esi•n Information 

Compass orien=ation of axis" Archi=ee=ural or decorative fea=ures" 

of spans'., ;length overall" 
Span =ypes" 
(I). Arc• leng=h" 19'-5"... 
(2) length" 
(3). !eng=h" 
(4) length" 
(5) leng=h" 
(6) leng=h" 

End posts formed in corrugated 
steel; steel remain; post capped 
w•h stacked formed concrete 

No. of lanes" Roadway width:t5'-4': 

S •ructural Informa=ion 

Substructure 
>•t erial" 
Founda=ions" 
Piers" 

Abu=ment.s" 
Wings 
Sea=s" 

Concrete 

Superstruc=ure" 
M•=erial" Stone Concrete X 

Configura=ion" 
Arch X Barrel Ribs (no.) 5 
Circular Segmen=ai X Other 
Infi!ling" Earth Ballas= 

Spandrel" Open 

None 

Solid 
ixed H/_n g ed 

B. Slab C.- Rigid Frame. 

D. Beam Type 
F!oo rbeam T•-p. e 

Size 
Size 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Reinforcing Sys=em" 

Parapets" 

Side Eleva=ion Section i-i 



.R.-383 

SURVEY ,•'T'D DV/•NTORY FO•M- CONCRETE & STONE BRLDGES 

Photo Numbers 

A17.14-17 

A-87 

Local 

Builder 
De=a: 

Presen= V.DH.•T. ; use" 

Eis,=crlca! o.r T.ec•zo.lc•ical si•ai.=ic•n.=e., 

Unlque/Unu•ual • i:s 

not one •,.4 the /',• erRe•ss, es ,seen, wcrk is .•z,•er •R ov •,, 

Na:urz/DeBrae of any desC.-.ac:Ive =hrea=s" 

Reference manariala a=/ cuncmm•rar7 pho=os/i/•us=ra•i=ns w!:h :heir respec=Iv• !o=a•lens" 

Recorder 
Da :a: 

P. A. C. 

V.H. 5 



A.-88 •' 

Desisn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" 

No. of spans', ,,.;length overall" 
Span types 
(i) Arch length" 
(2) length" 
(3) length" 
(4) length'. 
(5) length" 
(6) ; length" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 

S •ruc=ural Information 

Substructure 
M.a=erial- 
Fo unda =ions" 
Piers" 

Architectural or decorative features" 

Abu•menss 
Wings" 
Sea•s" 

Supers=ruc•_ure" 
Material S•one • Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barrel X Ribs (no.) 

Circular X Se•=men•al, 0=her 
Infilling" ii•=h Bailas = 

B. Slab• C •igid Frame 

D. Beam Type Floorbe'am Type 

Sketch 

Reinforcing System" 

Parapets" ,•ubble ma.• o•tu 

Sida Elevation 

siz  
Size 

M•.• o nr•' 
,v•onr•f 

Spandrel" Open Solid 
Fixed •ged 

No. / Spacing 
No. / Spacing 

Section 

B•.tre•#_ • 30' 0" lb ng 



SURVEY AND I.N'VLNTORY FORM CONCRETE & STONE BRIDGES 

GeoBraphi= Information 

Snare" Virginia 
Va. Dep=. of Highways Distric=" C.•l•e•er_ .; No... 7 

.. C•u==y- Loudon No. 5 3 
City/ToWn: 
a•=•e•/R•aa -Rb•e 734 River/S=re•/••roaa (eros,ling) B•averd• dreek' 
U•/KGS Coordinates" 

A-89 

A17"20-25 

Historical Informa=iou 

Formal deslgna=Iou: 
Local •esiEna =ion" 
DesiE=er" 
Builder 

[] 

His=0rlc,,a...l o.r Technological Si•n,ificanc e 

X 

Unique/Unusual in ins =•e" 

co••c•g •ier acce•VC..s (see 17.25) 
Typical .xam.=la, of i=s time and a 

•c0•mO="'Sh•Vlvor" 

Nature/Degree of any destruc=ive •hreats" 

Reference materials and ¢on•amporar7 photos/illustra•ions w•.•h •heir respective Ioca=ions: 

Recorder: P.A. ,C_. S, ioero 
Da Ca" S epte•b er 9 81 
AffillauloU- V.H. • T.R.C. 



A-90 

Desisn Information 

Compass orientation of axis" Architectural or decorative features" 

No. of spans" f ;length overall" f4' 
Span types'. 
(i)_ Arch leng=h" 
(2) Arch length'. 
(3)., length', 
(4) length" 
(5) length" 
(6) .; leng=h" 

No. of lanes" Roadway width" 22'-6" 

Structural Information 

Substructure" 
•terial" 
Foundations" 
Piers 

Abu =merits 
Wings" 
Seats" 

Mcu• onr• rubble 
Rubble m•.3 onry 

Superstructure" 
>iateriai" Stone Concrete 

Configuration" 
A. Arch Barr el X Rib s (no.) 

Circular Segmental >( Other 
Infilling" Earth Ballas• 

•; Spandrel" Open• So lid 
Fixed 

None 

B Slab C. Rigid Frame 

Hinged 

D• Beam. Type Size 
Floorbeam Type Size 

No. / Spacing 
No /Spacin• 

Reinforcing System' 

Parapens" 

Sketch 

Sida Elevation Section A-A 



R-383 

SLLKVEX •TO ••OKY FOP•M- CON•iET• & STONE B•IDG•S 

Geo•rmphie Inf.0 ,,,rma•i•n 

17 
_. 

A18"7-I0 

A-91 

X 

Unique/U=uaual • i=s =!me" 

T•ical •!e of i=s •a •d a co.on su•Ivor: 

Na=ura/D•Er• of any a•structiv• three=s: 

Reference ma=azi•Im ar• cunZam•.orary phon=s/il!usnra=i-•ns .•izh =heir rasgec:Ive loca=ious- 

Recorder 
Da =e: 

P. A. C. S•ero 

•.n'. • T.•,•c. 



A-92 

Desi•n information 

Compass orien=ation of axis" Archi=e=tura! or decora=ive fea=ures" 

No. of spans" Z _;leng=h overall" 
Span types" 
(1) A•g• leng=h" 50 

_. 

(3) length" 
(4) leng=h" 
(5) leng=h" 

... (6) .; leng=h 

No. of lanes" Z Roadway wid=h: 

S cruc=ura! Information 

Substructure" •-_•.-:•. 
•erial" 

,_. 
Abuamenus" Stone 

Foundations" Wings" 
Piers" Seat;s" 

Supers =•-uc=ure 
M.a=eria!" Stone ..• Co=crete•- 
Configuration" 

A. Arch .Barrel X Ribs (no.), Spandrel" Open 
Circular Seg-men=ai X Other 
Infilliug" Earth Ballast None 

Solid X 
Fixed •ged 

B. Slab 

D Beam. Ttpe Size No. / Spacing 
Floorbeam Type Size__ No./Spacing 

Reinforcing System• 

Parapets" 

Sketch 

Side Elava=iou Sec¢ion 



R-.383 

SU•Vi• .•ND ••ZOKY FORM CON•TE & STON• BRiDGXS 

Ph•=o NumSers 

A17"8, 9 

A-93 

s mccgg s l?an: 
Tz•!za! e_xam;.l• o• •=• =Im• an/a_ 

c•==ou 
•urv±vor: 

Na=u_r_e/De•rae.__o_f any dast-•.ac=Iv• •hrea=s: 

Raferanca ma=ar±a!a az• ==uzam;mrary pho=msl_l!us=.azi=ns -•izh =he•-- rms•aculve !mcaziuus- 



A-94 

D_esi•. Infor•_•tion 

Compass orien=ation of axis" Ar¢hi=e¢=ural or de¢ora=ive fea=ures" 

No. of spans" leng=h overall" 
Span types" 
(i) Arch leng=h" •61' 
(2) ; length: 
(3) leng=h" 
C•) z-•.=•:h-_, 
(5) l=_=g=h- 

,,- 

(6) ,; fang=h" 

No. of. lanes" Roadway wid=h :20 -0': 

Subs=ruc=ure • 
Material: 
Foundations" 
Piers" 

S up er s =z-ae=ur e 
M•a=erial" Stone X. Concrete 

C.onfigur anion" 
A. Ar =h Barr el X Rib s (no.) 

Circui•____• Se=•men=al X_ Ot•er 
Inf!ll!=g: Earth Ballas=. 

;. Spandrel.: Opt_____ Solid 
; Fixed 

None 

X 

B. Slab C. Rigid. Frame 

D. Beam Type 
F!oor•eam Type 

Size 
Size 

No.-/Spa¢i=8.., 
No. / Spaclmg 

Reinforcing Sys=em:: 

Parapets" Ma,5 o ,nr•; 

Sketch 

Side Eleva=ion See=ion A-A 



A-95 





A-9 7 

P!a•.s 

-q 



A-98 

E/W 

pare =7P. es" •l)_ 
Be•n le=g=h" 15£Z 

(2) Arch lemg:h:_ 04Zi (3)_Ar=n' fang:h:_ 

(5) .•-• l•g=h"'' 
(6) Beam 

Beam 
No of !a•es 

Archi=ac=,.•al or dacora=ive •aa=ures" 

Su•p. ers =.-uc=ura 

Concre=e lamp. pos:s, 8 !/2" he,gnu. 

m• 

RM•r=•Z Sys•r !0-!"•=___l•ngi••n• b•s spaced az 6" • •zr•s 
•d •••s; zzec wzu• •/o • bg• ••ed • i5 "•' 

Ska==h 

Sec=iuu 

L_ 



A-99 

No p!•na. 



A-IOO 

•e_•.h ovaral! 
Spar. :•es" 
(I) A• !••h 
(2) letup=h- 
(3) •; 
(4) 

ll ; l••h: 

Igfz 

No. of lanes" ! Rmaiway wld-=h" 

De¸ 
Fl•orhea= Type 

T•amch 

Parape=s: Metal wide. 

Si/e Elava:ion Sec=±o• 

19 '-0" 
** Me=•l =•var-. !•• under brick 

70 '-0 '' 
..7• 

8 9 -0" 



A-IOI 



C•pass orian=•=!•n of 

No. of lanes" •*" P•adway %'id=h" lO£z 
one. under ea•-. 0£ •wo ••hes. T•er '•h•av •.•r i•• ar•u. 

S•ac:ura! 

Wings- :•one 

.< Sarral__ Ribs (=o.)_ Spandrel" Ooe=_____ Solid 
Circular X Se•m=al• O:he• F•d •g•.. 

Slab 

Beam Type__ 
Floorbe•______ Type 

Si=a 
N•. / Spaci=g 

Parape:s- T•.,.mber cn sour_h side. 

Ska=ch 



•-383 

use: 



A-104 

Desi_•n Lufo:-•_z•io• 

Archi:=_==•a! or /ecora=ive lea=urns" 

No. cf lanes 2* P•d';a7 wld-.h: _,Or.. 
*Cne u.nder•n of • ar•.nes/ 7U?•er wa•.,ay "•nder third 

s •ac•_urz! 

X Coucra• K 

Configur z:i•u•. 
•.rc.h " Earral__.__._ Ribs (me.) Spa-_/rel" Opau Solid 
Circular v. Se=•aen=a!_____._ O=her ; Fimed 
!r.fil!i.ng" ?Ear:h •••: None 

D. Beam Type Size 

•ei•forci=E Sys:am: 

Side 

42 '-0" 



A-105 

oZenziai slZes rot resz/.Dic•c area o•. elz_-._er 

Sand buildup u•/ar s,:ruc•.ce aver 

E•.•; No p!a•.s. 



Des i•__. 

Archi=ec=ura• or dec•rz:ive fea:ures" 

No. of lanes" 

Stone 
S•bst.uc• 

M-z:ari-=l Stone 

Supers • c:• a 

A. Ar=h• ••el RiBs (no.•; Spam£r•l" •e= So!i• 
Ci••r v.• Se•e=•• Other 
•••8" •r:h v• •••= None 

•.. •• C. •g• Fra• 

D. B• T•e S•e No./Sp••g 

Ke•orc•g 

Pa•pe=s-_ _•°mT_ pa•e• 2 fZ. Ln heinz.. 

See:±== &-A 

-• R=20'-O" 



A-107 

Da:e- 

L•ZZ'& .C.•S 

Da:a: 3t 1S/79 



1.08 

No. of Lames 

Ma=a•-•_a! 5tone 

_•iers" 

Ahu•-ents Stone 
Wimgs-. Stone 

Set-.Ion 

l't,• 

II 



APPENDIX B 

VIRGINIA'S CRITERIA AND NUMERICAL RATING SYSTEM FOR 
METAL TRUSS BRIDGES 

(From reference 23, pages 10-18) 

In developing the criteria a number of approaches and factors were 
considered. Despite the fact that the quantification of "historical 
significance", a subjective quality, is difficult, it was deemed desir- 
able to develop the rating in some numerical way. After consideration 
of the various factors that enter into such a subjective evaluation, the 
characteristics of the bridges were identified into three broad cat- 
egories as follows: 

I) Documentation (age and builder) 7 points (26%) maximum 

2) Technological significance (technology and geometrics) 
9 points (33%) maximum 

3) Environmental and Historical Factors (aesthetics, history, and 
integrity) Ii points (41%) maximum 

While the largest single category relates to environmental factors, 
the remaining two categories together reflect largely technological 
factors, and viewed together the three appear to give a fair balance 
between the significance as viewed by those whose primary interest is 
technology and those whose primary concern is more general. 

Each of the broad categories includes specific features as will be 
discussed later. Among these features are age, technological innova- 
tion, length and number of spans, and uniqueness, as well as history and 
the evolution of the crossing along with the aesthetics and integrity of 
the bridge. Establishment of the factors to be included and the numer- 
ical weights to be applied to each is complicated by the lack of an adequate data base for determining the ultimate standard for signifi- 
cance. For example, Should the criteria recognize uniqueness on a 
national, regional, or local level? And, Within what geographical 
limits, state or local, should the last truss of a given configuration 
be recognized? These and similar questions require criteria that can be 
applied at various levels. The tentative rating system proposed here 
attempts to incorporate these features, as will be discussed. 

A broad perspective of historic significance was attempted by 
considering data and suggestions from other national sources, especially 
published reports of the Historic American Engineering Record and the 
National Register of Historic Places. However, because the largest body 
of data available was that from Virginia's inventory of metal truss 
bridges, it was decided to use the state of Virginia as the geographical 
limit. 



Unfortunately, Virginia possesses comparatively few nationally 
significant bridges because of the vast destruction wrought by the Civil 
War and two disastrous floods in 1870 and 1877. The war probably had 
minimal impact on metal bridges. In fact, the wooden bridges destroyed 
during the conflict were often replaced by metal trusses. Natural 
destruction and progress have replaced most of the rest. The oldest 
survlv±ng metal truss was built in 1877-78, when truss technology was 
well developed. In other states, such as New York, examples of Squire 
•hipple's original patent survive from the 1840s. Despite these limita- 
tions, the criteria and weighting provide a basis for quantitative and 
objective assessments, and the essential format is capable of being 
extended to include older or more technically significant structures. 

The factors considered and the weight given to each are shown in 
Table B-I, and the rationale for the factors and relative weighting are 
then discussed. 



No 

mo 

C. 

Table B- 1 

Factors Comprising the Criteria for Historic Significance 
of Virginia's Metal Truss Bridges 

(This rating system initially was developed by Dan G. Deibler, with 
minor modifications by the History Research Advisory Committee.) 

FACTOR POINTS ASSIGNED 

Documentation 
Maximum possible 7 

i. Builder 

a. Unknown 0 
b. Known, contribution to truss 

technology undetermined 
Known, prolific builder 
Known, unusual designer 

Co 

2. Date* 

a. Post-1932 0 
b. 1918-1932 1 
c. 1900-1917 2 
d. 1886-1899 3 
e. Pre-1885 4 

Technological Significance 

1. Technology 

Maximum possible --"9 

a. Patented technology 1 
b. Number of spans 1 
c. Individual span lengths 1 
d. Materials 1 
e. Integrity i 
f. Special features 1 

2. Geometry/configuration 

a. Unique 3 
b. Unusual 2 
c. Novel 1 

Environmental and Historical Factors Max imum p o s s ib I e i i 

i. Aesthetics 4 
2. History 3 
3. Integrity 4 

*When date is estimated, one-half value is assigned. 



DOCUMENTATION 

The important elements included for documentation are the company 
or builder and the age of the bridge. 

• 

Company 

Companies and builders are characterized at three levels of signif- 
icance. The most significant category is "known, unusual designer." 
The description is used for innov•.tive companies that had a major impact 
on the evolution of truss technology. Among these companies would be 
the Phoenix Bridge Company, Phoenixville, Pennsylvania; King Iron and 
Bridge Company, Cleveland, Ohio; Keystone Bridge Company, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania; and Groton Bridge and Manufacturing Company, Groton, New 
York. 

The major innovation of the Phoenix Bridge Company was its patented 
compression member called the Phoenix column, which was a series of 
longitudinal segments riveted together to form a cylindrical column. 
Additional segments could be added to increase the column size. Phoenix 
was internationally known, with bridges in Canada., Mexico and Brazil. 

The King Iron and Bridge Company was, during the 1880s, the largest 
highway bridge works in the United States. Its reputation was initially 
based upon Zenas King's patented tubular arch truss. Ultimately the 
company constructed numerous through truss and .swing spans throughout 
the eastern United States. 

The Keystone Bridge Company pioneered in the use of wide, 
die-forged eye bars for tension members. In the 1860s it initiated the 
use of wrought iron for all principal truss members and, later, devel- 
oped a tubular column made up of riveted circular segments. 

Designation of the Groton Bridge and Manufacturing Company as an 
unusual and innovative designer is made largely on the basis of a 
structure built in Virginia in 1890 for the Goshen Land and Improvement 
Company. It is a multi-span, wide, and heavily skewed truss reflecting 
a significant design achievement for the period. 

The designation "known, prolific builder" is used to describe 
companies such as the Champion Bridge Company, Wilmington, Ohio; 
Brackett Bridge Company, Cincinnati, Ohio; Wrought Iron Bridge Company, 
Canton, Ohio; and Roanoke Iron and Bridge Company, Roanoke, Virginia. 
These companies constructed large numbers of bridges but, for the most 
part, utilized standard elements. 



The final classification is "known, contribution undetermined". As 
more information is developed on the activities of companies, some now 
designated in this category might be elevated to a higher level. 

Where the builder is unknown, no points are given. 

Age 

Points are given for increasing age in four groupings: pre-1885 
4; 1886-1899 3; 1900-1917 2; 1918-1932 I. No points are 
awarded for bridges built after 1932. The dates of 1885 and 1932 were 
taken as limits based upon the frequency of surviving metal trusses in 
Virginia. As noted earlier, none survive that were built prior to 1877, 
and after 1932 all roads and bridges came under the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Highways so that standardized plans became common. 
Application of these classifications in other areas where older trusses 
survive would probably warrant two additional classes; say, 1865-85 and 
pre-1865. 

The points are awarded when the date can be definitely established 
from date plates, plans, newspaper accounts, or public records. Where 
such information is not available, the age can usually be estimated to 
be within one of the groupings, but only one-half of the point value is 
given in these cases. 

TECHNOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE 

The Second broad category of characteristics recognizes the techno- 
logical features of the truss without regard to whether or not it has 
been moved or modified. Within this category the general geometric 
configuration and truss type, as well as industrial details, are con- 
sidered. In all cases the truss is awarded the points it it possesses 
the characteristic. No fractional points are given. 

Patented. Te.chn0!o.gy 

Items of significance would include Phoenix columns, tubular 
arches, special connections, and other patented innovations in the 
evolution of truss technology. 



Number of Spans 

Most of the nineteenth century bridges surviving in Virginia 
consist of a single span. While no hard and fast rule was followed on 
this criterion, in general a point is given for multiple spans for truss 
bridges built before 1900. Although none were found, a point would 
probably be given for bridges of more than three spans built between 
1900 and 1917. 

Length of Span 

Again, no hard and fast rule was used, but generally a point is 
given for spans in excess of I00 feet (30.5 m.) built prior to 1900. 
This category can be refined by considering a plot of span length versus 
time of construction as data are accumulated. 

Materials 

Most of the bridges built after 1890 used steel for the structural 
members and necessary parts. During the decade prior to 1890, both 
steel and wrought iron were used. It is not always easy to determine 
the difference between the two materials without extensive testing. 
Steel bridges built prior to 1880 and wrought iron bridges built after 
1890 would receive one point. For bridges built during the period 
between 1880 and 1890 there would be some justification for awarding a 
point to wrought iron as a late or somewhat retarded practice, and to 
steel as an innovation. Wood trusses of this period would receive a 
point because of their rarity. 

l•ntegrity of Truss 

A point is awarded if the truss has not been modified, even though 
it might have been moved from its original location. Modifications 
usually can be readily detected by inspection. 

Special Features 

Most trusses surviving in Virginia are relatively free of 
ornamentation. A few have unusual or attractive portal bracing, 
finials, or other details. Where these occur, a point is given. 



Geometric Configuration 

The 1840s and 1850s were the decades of experimentation in search 
of the ideal truss. After the Civil War the Pratt and •ipple config- 
urations became the most common. The inventory in Virginia confirme@ 
that the Pratt configuration was overwhelmingly the most common. Other 
types were found, as reported in the various reports. In judging 
significance, common types were awarded no points: Characterization as 
unique, unusual, or novel, when compared with Virginia's survivin• 
trusses, was used to award 3, 2 or 1 point. Application of these 
classifications in other areas or to a broader sample of bridges 
(nationwide for example) would require slight modification. 

ENVIRONMENTAL AND HISTORICAL FACTORS 

In addition to the.technical or engineering aspects of bridges that 
are evaluated by the factors included under "documentation" and "techno- 
logical significance", nontechnical characteristics such as aesthetics 
and historical factors are important. Environmental and historical 
factors are irreplaceable. Once destroyed, the site is lost. The sense 
of place is important. It is probable that, in the absence of quantita- 
tive criteria, these factors have been the major influence on Register 
nominations of structures. For both reasons a significant portion of 
the total points is warranted in this category. The evaluation of 
environmental factorsalso.provides information important for the type 
of preservation effort to be pursued. For example, if a truss receives 
high marks in the first two categories (documentation and technological 
significance) but low marks in the environmental category, then relo- 
cation of the structure would be warranted. If, on the other hand, the 
environmental characteristics are significant, then special efforts to 
preserve or adaptively use the structure at its current location would 
be indicated. 

Environmental factors are judged in three areas" aesthetics, 
history, and integrity. Bridges judged to possess these characteristics 
are awarded the indicated number of points. No fractional points for 
varying degrees of significance are given. 

Aesthetics 

Aesthetics are judged on the basis that the bridge is an integral 
part of its setting to the point that its removal or relocation would be 
detrimental to the bridge and the ambiance of the setting. •q•ile 
aesthetics is a subjective matter, experience has indicated that people 



with marked differences in background and training can usually agree on 
the detrimental impact of the removal. 

History 

The term "history" embraces a variety of characteristics. The 
crossing may be siBnificant, having evolved from a ford through a series 
of bridges. Thus, the bridge might be one of a series that has served 
the site. It may demonstrate the reuse of previous features; e.g. piers 
or abutments. It may, on the other hand, be the first (original) span 
at a particular site. 

The crossing or bridge may be associated with a historical property 
or area, or it may have fostered residential, commercial, or industrial 
development in an area. 

The historic significance of the bridge might derive from the fact 
that it was associated with significant events or circumstances. 
Normally the fact that the bridge was named for an individual would not, 
in itself, impart historical significance in the absence of the charac- 
teristics already described. 

Bridges in communities or settlements would generally be assumed to 
have contributed significantly to local development and to thereby 
possess significance. 

l_ntegrity 

Points for integrity are given if the bridge is at its original 
site. When trusses were initially promoted during the nineteenth 
century, it was the speed with which they could be assembled that made 
them so important and popular. Subsequent generations recognized and 
capitalized on their reusability so that many removed during subsequent 
road improvements were reerected at different sites. There are numerous 
examples of reuse in Virginia, and for many years when a truss was 
replaced., it was standard policy to matchmark and store it for subse- 
quent reerection. There are examples where individual spans from 
multi-span bridges were used as single span bridges at different loca- 
tions, and where single spans were combined with other trusses to form 
multi-span crossings. Because of this capability for reuse, which 
during the twentieth century became a selling point of metal trusses, an 
early truss at its original location is quite rare and merits recogni- 
tion. 



APPENDIX C 

RESULTS OF APPLICATION OF THE RATING SYSTEM TO ARCH BRIDGES 

The following tables present the rating results of the panel 
consensus for concrete and masonry arches. Table C-I lists all masonry 
arch bridges by construction district, county, route number, and 
structure number. Table C-2 lists all concrete arch bridges bv 
construction district, county, route number, and structure number. The 
construction districts are listed by the order of their administrative 
numbers i-8" Bristol, Salem, Lynchburg, Richmond, Suffolk, Fredericks- 
burg, Culpeper, St•unton. 
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